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Legislative Liaison
For nearly a decade there has been a "debate" in our professional newsletters, ACJS Today and The Criminologist, and in our
annual meetings on the participation of the criminology academic
community in the making of crime policy. I put debate in quotations
because only one side has been heard, namely, that the profession
should be involved; but the silent position, so far, has more or less
prevailed. Our involvement is at best marginal, and has always been.
We have not been players in the game of crime policy making. It is
time to reconsider.
In this newsletter in 1994 Gregg Barak wrote: "The Silences of
ACJS on such domestic issues as crime, criminal justice, poverty,
unemployment, homelessness, welfare, health care, and education
is deafening." Although focused on media influence, that piece,
which called for criminal justice educators to actively intercede in
the process, kicked off a consideration of the issue. Many essays
and papers followed, but there has been only one consequence, as
far as I can see, and that is the move of our national office five years
ago to Washington, D.C.
I can remember the Executive Board meeting, chaired by Gerry
Vito at a mid-year meeting in Anaheim, when the unanimous vote
was taken. The hairs on the back of my neck stood up, for I had an
incredible feeling that history was being made; and not just ACJS
history, but American history. The plan included hiring a second
executive director to act as legislative liaison between ACJS and
Washington policy making. The great dream was that our research

and experience would have a voice and hopefully an influence on
crime policy. "The hope ofthe world," so it has been said, a rational,
research driven policy in place of what Barak called a "mediated"
crime policy by the press, politicians, and a "mean world view," a
policy made from myths, politics, hysteria, moral panic. Good policy,
made for the right reasons, by people who knew. The hope of the
world.
Well, here we are, our national office is in the nation's capitol,
along with thousands of non-profit organizations, probably close
to a hundred with an interest in crime policy, dozens working directly on crime policy reform, and coalitions of these groups; a great
city of staffers, lobbyists, professionals, researchers and evaluators, bureaucrats, journalists, PhD's, and 587 elected officials. And
The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences! But not much progress
on making history.
Of course most criminal justice activity occurs in the states, but
the federal level seems to dominate the agenda, sets the tone and
legal patterns, and spends a great deal of money. See the previous
ACJS Today and the lead essay by Willard Oliver. To paraphrase
Everitt Dirksen, "You spend a billion here and a billion there and
pretty soon you're talking about real money." (Actually, he said
"million," but it was about 40 years ago.) The criminal justice system is one of government. A democratic government, by definition,
invites participation; and participation inherently means politics.
Politics, to the exclusion of almost everything else, makes crime
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This has been a wonderful year for the Academy and for me! We just
concluded our 40th anniversary meeting in Boston and it was a great
success. The program consisted of306 panels, workshops and roundtables
and was attended by approximately
1,700 individuals.
This was the
biggest and best attended conference in many years. If you attended I
know you had a good time and if you were unable to attend, you were
missed by friends and colleagues alike.
Three new officers were welcomed to the Executive Board at the
meeting. Laura Moriarty, Virginia Commonwealth University, is our new
Second Vice President, Leanne Fiftal Alarid, University of Missouri at
Kansas City, is our new Trustee-at-Large,
and Wesley Johnson, Sam
Houston State University, is our new Trustee for Region 4. Although it
was ajoyous occasion to welcome them to the board, we were sad to see
three distinguished colleagues retire from the board. Mittie Southerland,
our Immediate Past President, David Carter, our Trustee-at-Large, and
Barbara Hart, Region 4 Trustee, stepped down. We owe them a debt of
gratitude for their dedication to the Academy and their hard work on its behalf
I'd like to touch here on some of the points I made in my opening
remarks at the Awards Luncheon. I think the Academy has grown up with
the field of criminal justice as well as influenced and shaped its direction.
The first annual meeting I attended was in 1972, nine years after its
founding, and Gordon Misner was President.
The attendance at that
meeting was small-only
a fraction of the size we are today. Our main
topic of discussion, besides the administration of justice, was how we
could become a discipline and distinguish ourselves from our parent disciplines of sociology, political sciences and the like. Times have changed
and we have changed!
Over the years, we have emerged as the premier professional organization that represents not only scholars and researchers, but educators
and practitioners from all areas of the criminal justice system. We did not
do this overnight but through the hard work and dedication of our membership. We began this quest for recognition ofthe Academy and the field
it represents by being a leading advocate in the activities of the Joint
Commission on Criminal Justice Education in 1978-9. The Academy's
banner and interests were championed by two of our past presidents,
Vince Webb and Dick Ward. In the early 80s we began shaping the field
with the founding of Justice Quarterly, now arguably the foremost journal
in the field for disseminating broad-based criminal justice knowledge.
Jack Greene, John Conley and I formed the original committee that made
the journal a reality. Times have changed and we have changed!
In the mid-90s we further defined the discipline with the creation of a
set of Minimum Standards for criminaljustice educational programs. Again,
one of our past presidents, Mittie Southerland, spearheaded this monumental effort. We created the first scholarly publication outlet for knowledge concerning the role, structure and process of criminal justice education itself, the Journal of Criminal Justice Education. It is now in its 14th
year of publication.
In responding to the need to stand for ethical behavior, we were the
first crime/criminal justice scholarly organization to adopt a professional
code of ethics for our members. In addition, our members, always seeking
to advance knowledge and share best practices, created specialized sections of the Academy and new research journals in fields such as policing,
corrections, international, and juvenile justice. The sections and journals
are beginning to emerge as authoritative sources of knowledge and practice. We were and are by design inclusive, not exclusive. We embrace our
junior college colleagues, our students, our colleagues who practice crimi-
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naljustice in the field as well as our researchers and scholars. Times have
changed and we have changed!
Crime and justice are no longer just national issues and the Academy is
again meeting the challenge. We are expanding our horizons and looking
beyond our borders to understand international and transnational crime as
well as terrorism. We are meeting this challenge in three ways. First, the
theme for this year's conference was the Globalization of Crime and
Justice and our members responded by organizing the largest number of
comparative, international, transnational and terrorism-focused panels in
the history of the Academy. Second, our l " VP President, Jim Finckenauer
was enlisted to create and then lead the International Center at the National Institute of Justice. After just four years, it has become an integral
part of NIJ's mission. Third, another one of our past presidents, Jay
Albanese, just took over the reigns of the Center and is leading it to new
heights of relevance and recognition.
We reflect the reality that crime and justice are global concepts. Today
our foreign colleagues comprise 10% of our membership. In Boston, we
hosted participants from 16 nations that span the globe. We had participants and delegations from The Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Turkey, the Philippines, Thailand, the United Arab Emirates, Brazil, Jamaica,
Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela, Taiwan, Austria, The Peoples Republic
of China, Canada, South Africa, and Hong Kong.
In addition, it was a fitting coincidence that we honored David Bayley
at our Awards Luncheon with our most prestigious award, the Bruce
Smith Sr. Award. David is the foremost scholar on comparative policing in
the word today. He is also actively involved in projects to democratize
policing in developing nations. In fact, he left for South Africa a day after
the conference ended to continue his research and work.
ACJS has grown with the field, but has also played a critical role in its
development. We began 40 years ago as a small group offriends and now
we are a major voice in criminal justice research, education and practice.
Times have changed and we have been there to lead the change!
Let me step down off the dias and address another matter.
You have probably heard rumors about the questionable financial health
of ACJS. Let me dispel those rumors and give you the facts as I see them.
In 1998, we decided to move our headquarters from Northern Kentucky
University (NKU) where the organization was housed for II years to
Washington, DC. We did this to gain more exposure for the Academy and
to become a "player" in crime and criminal justice policy. This move
required that we recruit a new organization
manager because Patti
DeLancey, our manager for 16 years, decided to return to her native state
of Nebraska to be closer to her family. It was gratifying to honor Patti
again at the Awards Luncheon in Boston for her long years of service.
Although the move was a good idea, it had some major financial
consequences. First, rent for our headquarters space went from zero to
$28,000 a year. Also, we increased from 1.5 full-time employees to 2.5
employees. The cost of living in Washington, DC is much higher than in
Northern Kentucky so salaries became a huge cost item. Finally, the
organization's incidental expenses rose dramatically. NKU had covered
some of our postage and other expenses, and now we had to pay our own
way. Financially, we were hemorrhaging on all fronts!
By the end of the 1999-2000 fiscal year, the Academy had a deficit of
over $81 ,000. To cover expenses, we robbed our endowment and investment accounts. By the end of the next year, our deficit had grown to
$84,000 and we continued to borrow from our reserve accounts to pay the
bills. The size of the deficit and its deepening trend forced us to reassess
continued
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policy. This may be largely true of all policy,
but the crime issue is intensely political due
to its salience to a mitigated public (read that:
a public that watches TV). We are either part
of the process, or we have chosen to let others do it; and every criminological scholar
who has taken pen to paper in the last decade agrees on one main point: those who
have made policy have done so badly.
Todd Clear probably has done the most
to promote debate and discussion on the
question of the hope of the world, in his roles
as Presidents of both ASC and ACJS, and
his leadership in establishing the new policy
oriented journal, Criminology & Public
Policy. The Criminologist, for a solid year
after Todd's Presidency, featured lead articles
on the subject, most notably by Marty
Schwartz, Pat Van Voorhis, Drew Humphries,
and finally by Gene Czajkoski.
These
thoughtful pieces generally equated taking
sides on policy as part of a larger theme of
improved professionalism.
These essays, taken as a whole, seemed
to say, yes, in the name of reason, we are
compelled to do something about bad public policy; but there was a lack of clarity on
what to do. The ASC conclusion was to commission a small committee, chaired by Jim
Austin, to write a "White Paper," a policy
paper, titled "The Use ofIncarceration in the
United States." It was not a paper on ASC
policy, so the disclaimer said, although published by ASC, but represented the views
only of the five authors.
Side-stepping the question of whether
this was an intended ASC policy paper or
not (it came close), and also side-stepping
the fact that it was never repeated, the main
problem was that it was not a policy paper.
It was a paper of scholarship-excellent
scholarship, I might add, written for scholars-but had no relevance to the world of
policy. The good news is that no policy
maker, or advisor or staffer, is ever likely to
read it. They do not read scholarly papers, it
is not within their culture, and it is easy for
me to understand why. The paper does not
tell them what to do. I say "good news" because if they did, they could draw any conclusion on which they were so inclined. A
Republican elected official who isa member
of a House or Senate Judiciary Committee
could read this White Paper and conclude
that more prisons and longer sentences are
justified, and the criminologists told us so.

That is the last thing the five authors intended, but outside of its culture, scholarly
caution translates: conclude anything you
want.
For example, The White Paper: " ... the
causes of crime are complex and varied."
The politicians' reaction: "See, they
don't know."
And in case it has escaped anyone's
notice, the Republicans are in control.
The authors of the White Paper, Todd
Clear, any of four newsletter essay writers,
or almost anyone else who has turned toward the relationship of scholarship and
policy, do not want unintended consequences of punitive policy, but that could
be the result, and it would not be the first
time. About a generation ago a book was
written by Andrew Von Hirsh called Just
Deserts, and it turned out to be enormously
influential ... toward longer prison sentences. That was not the position of the
author. His was a philosophical argument
for fair and predictable sentencing, based
on crime seriousness, but as is typical of
scholarly work it had enough ambiguities,
subtleties, mixed factual conclusions, that
conservatives claimed it as their mantra. Just
desserts became retribution, to the rejection
of all utilitarian theories, and retribution became severity in the world of policy.
And the politicians could, and did, say:
"The criminologists told us to do it."
About 15 years ago some scholarship
found that much crime was committed by a
small percent of repeat offenders. This became the career criminal literature and led to
incapacitation sentencing theories. Putting
aside the question of the research's validity, the conclusion was that public safety
would be enhanced by incapacitating with
long prison sentences the small proportion
of persistent offenders. What happened in
policy? Long sentences for all offenders!
Somehow the political language translated
career criminals into all criminals.
The ASC White Paper, just desserts
theory, and its progeny like the career criminal theory were not written as policy papers, for policy makers; but were scholarly
works, for scholars, according to that culture. I must say that I do not know what
policy makers had read, or had summarized,
or were told, or how they got the message,
but it was used to justify severity, especially
mandatory minimums. It was exploited, or

"mediated," and anything we do is especially
vulnerable to policy makers' misuse because
we do not write in their language.
The Current Issue: The discussion now
of our role in policy is not philosophical, but
is pragmatic, and directed toward a seemingly specific question: what works. It would
seem that we are not being caught up in a
philosophical interpretation that can be used,
but an empirical question of what reduces
crime. What does research, not myth, say
will work? But I submit we have not dodged
being politicized. Asking what works is asking the right question, but what we are not
asking, and must ask, is what exactly we
should do about it.
Let us return to my opening point about
a debate with only one side. The newsletter
literature to which I have referred addresses
policy as a central question of whether or
not to take positions. Ifwe decide to get involved in policy, taking positions is doing
something about it. Some are for it, some are
uneasy about it, some say it ought to be done
in a limited way, by committees or sections,
and some say it is selling out, but that is the
question being addressed. Regrettably, something is missing, and it is a dirty word: politics.
ACJS members who read their e-mail attachments know that for about a half a year I
have been trying to find my way as the Legislative Liaison that the Board envisioned in
the move to Washington. I have had a lively
e-mail forum on this subject, and those who
respond overwhelmingly favor taking stands.
That is what involvement means, they say,
and indeed they do intensely want to be involved.
Taking stands is a legitimate-not
illegal
or unethical-means
of participation, but it
is far from the only way, and even farther
from the most effective way. I am arguing
here against ACJS taking policy positions,
but I am arguing vigorously for the active
participation of our entire community and that
ACJS and ASC should be linked and connected with the policy making process. We,
as a community, not as organizations, should
be in alliance on this (which can only be done
if we do not take stands), and we should be
working with those already engaged in lobbying for enlightened crime policies. There
are many non-profits in this town that do not
take stands, but they are not here for the
continued
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weather. They relinquish nothing in their
quest for influence.
Is it legal? Let's get this issue out of
the way. Tax law not only allows non-profits
to get involved in policy, but encourages it,
in the name of "citizen lobbying." Organizations, under their banner, can take positions
on issues, specific legislation, even candidates for office. We can initiate legislation;
and of course, criticize it (that we have done).
We can inform our members of those positions, and the public, and policy makers. It is
especially appropriate for an educational
organization to educate, and not necessarily on abstractions, but specific policies, bills,
politicians. We can even endorse candidates
for office. We can spend up to 15% of our
annual budget on citizen lobbying without
an audit (I think that is about $50,000). I'm
not suggesting we should, but we can. Is it
not the essence of democratic government?
The only thing we cannot do is contribute to candidates' election campaigns, which
is hardly possible. There is great misunderstanding about this. Non-profits that lose
tax exemption are policy advocacy groups
that are primarily engaged in lobbying. We
are a group engaged in education and research and citizen lobbying is, if at all, a small
part of our activities. The issue before us is
an ethical issue, not a legal one; and, I believe, one of strategy.
Is it ethical? Even if we had some structure whereby the Academy could take positions, would this be what is best for ourselves in our unique role in American society? We are expected to be disinterested,
not uninterested. There are some issues on
which our research is divided, and some on
which there is a fair consensus, but less than
unanimity. Taking positions would be divisive. The question is, would it be worth it?
In my view there is much to lose in terms of
our internal cohesion and our premise that
method supercedes results, and little to gain.
Still, any ethical question has to consider the consequences. Divisiveness might
be a price worth paying if it led to substantive policy influence. That, I am afraid, is an
area completely ignored in our literature.
Policy studies in criminal justice have been,
to date, about what is good policy-or, more
often, bad policy-not how policy is made.
The time has come.

What can be done? SupposeACJS does
take a position-or a section, a committee, a
group of individuals-then
what? We have
no way to call a press conference. There are
"briefing sessions" in or near the Capitol,
and if there is a spread of food it is a nice
event, but in attendance will be very junior
staffers and a few of us. The press will not
be there (fortunately). We can write a letter
to the chairs and members of the crime subcommittees, but every Washington letter is
irradiated, takes a month to get there, and
arrives crinkly and smelly, and will get a machine generated reply. E-mails are ignored
or even blocked unless from a constituent,
and they get a machine generated reply. Telephone calls invariably get a machine, and
unless they know you, no reply. We can
actually go to see the key Congressional
players in their offices, and after a wait we
will see another very junior staffer who does
not have the faintest idea what we are talking about.
Why should any Congressional policy
maker pay attention to our positions? We
do not have any power, we do not command
enough votes to carry a precinct, or contribute to their campaigns. They should pay attention to us because we can guide policy
better than the mediated moral panic that
they are used to, but that mediated public
has clout. We do not. We have reason. In
Washington, what has more influence,
power or reason? Do not answer.
My point is, we have to know what we
are doing politically. We need a strategy
that works, in the Washington culture, not
ours. In The Criminologist a year ago Gene
Czajkoski wrote: "Policy making ... is a
complicated process involving many components that are interconnected by communication and feedback loops." Amen.
The Citizen Lobbying Model: It is not
only legal, and recognizable in this culture,
it is what we intended to do in the first place.
First, there must be a Washington Office,
and a Representative-currently
it is mewho is a coordinator, or liaison, to facilitate
the participation of citizens-that
is youwho participate on your own responsibility,
using your institutional affiliation for identification, with the authority of your research
and experience. It is pointless to rely on the
authority and power of an organization that
does not have any authority or power. Then

it is wise to rely on the power and authority
that we do have and which is considerable,
and has currency in politics, namely, that we
are articulate, function comfortably in complex organizations, are generally willing to
be recognized, and have nerve. Organized
minorities have enormous power here. But
we need a stage on which to perform.
There is no question that a permanent
Washington Office is necessary. I am certainly not the best representative that we
could have, for there are professionals at this
with long experience, but they cost money. I
am free, learning on the job. Want a pro?
Hire one. Raise dues.
We need a lobbyist, who does not
"lobby," but who facilitates citizen lobbying
by the members. The Representative presumably knows what legislative initiatives
are before the Congress; and also can know
what new legislation is on the drawing
boards. This is learned from key players who
are really committee staffers, not elected officials, and by like-minded interest groups
with their own legislative agendas.
It is unrealistic to expect criminologists
who have full time jobs and their own research and service agendas to be informed
enough about the Washington legislative
machinery to know what to do and when to
do it. A research finding or conclusion is
useless, at least for the time being, without a
legislative initiative on which to attach. We
are a long way from initiating our own. If we
know about it soon enough we can contribute to its development, not just wait for it to
happen and then criticize it (our tradition).
Prescriptive analysis is unusual for all social
scientists, and criminologists are no exception, but it is impossible without knowledge
of the political system, in addition to the
criminal justice system, to know where and
when it fits.
The new journal, Criminology & Public Policy, does indeed break new ground
toward prescriptive criminal justice analysis,
but the policy recommendations generally
are addressed to no ongoing legislative
work. If the authors of the articles knew of
developing legislation, they could be so directed.
That, of course, is the role ofthe Washington representative, and it is a specialization. What is most important is that our representative understand, and make us understand, that policy makers are not in the posi-
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tion they are in to make reasoned, research
driven policy. First of all, good policy in the
political system is a concept that is complicated and more illusive than meets the eye
for us who consider only what is good policy
for the criminal justice system. Politicians at
one level want to make good policy, but they
always ask, according to whom, and with
what fall-out. Their main job in a pluralistic
society is to balance conflicting interests and
build consensus for their policies, which is
their idea of what works.
Realistic goals: I am not suggesting
that we surrender to the prevailing political
winds, and turn our research toward what is
politically popular and manipulate findings
that conform (although not unheard of).
There are a number of creative ways that we
can become an effective voice and make a
contribution to a rational crime policy, if not
entirely driven by our research, at least without disregarding it. What we should be looking for is a place at the table. Much of our
thinking about our role in crime policy making has tended to assume that policy should
be decided at our table.
At what table should we sit? We have
to work with coalitions. As I have said, this
town has many non-profits with specific
agendas, and many of our members can feel
a comfortable research-policy fit with their
policy goals. They take policy positions and
we can support them, with our research.
Again, that is where liaison work is needed.
Also there is the legislative table. Legislation works its way through committees,
which are influenced by their staffs. They
are the actors with the most interest in rational policy, and we can get the ear of the politician through them. Most legislation in our
field is assigned to the House and Senate
Judiciary Committees, and each has a Crime
Subcommittee. Not only does each elected
official have staff, usually with one assigned
to crime policy, but the committees have their
own staff, including counsel. There are about
a dozen key actors in both chambers who
are the influential crime policy makers, and
we should be able to sit at their table. Ironically, they need us.
They do not read journal articles, or
books, but they might read summaries. They
like to go to web sites and read policy statements, when they have time, late at night. I

have already been told that the ACJS website
has been looked at. [They say nice things,
but of course there are no policy statements
there.] If we did have policy statements, our
website is where they should be. Furthermore, website policy statements could be
under the authority of the authors, or sections, or committees. They must be brief,
accessible to staff, who are not scholars,
but not part of the mediated public either. I
recommend a website attachment that says:
"For Hill Staffers." They are quick studies,
and their talent is the ability to process research findings of what is good policy with
their cultures' need for building consensus
and legitimacy, i.e., what can get passed.
We can have an ACJS role, without
ACJS having policies. This is a recognizable model in this town, and its effectiveness depends upon the articulateness, timing, and focus of the message. How do we
influence them? We talk to them.
Policy influence is a relationship, "personal, based on trust, and late at night."
A Glance at History. Indulge me a personal reminiscence. I entered my academic
career during the Vietnam War. As a graduate student in Political Science I awaited the
response to the war from my academic community which seemed in the best position to
speak with some clarity, for foreign policy
was where we lived. All around there was
passion and unreason. When would the
political scientists speak out, and say: this
is madness? Policy makers seemed to be
looking for direction.
I felt about the war as Gregg Barak did
about crime in 1994, that the silence was defining, and the results parallel: great tragedy. We criminologists like to see ourselves
as social scientists, and we anchor our integrity in our capacity for value free research.
We need to see ourselves as part of history
as well. We have come through a generation of crime policy hysteria, the moral panic
that put a stranglehold on bad policy. We
do not want it to happen again.
I know this. When intellectuals are silent, policy is made without reason. Reasoned policy is the hope ofthe world. Where
there is no reason, passion alone leads to
policies ofviolence.

-
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trend forced us to reassess our financial situation. When I was 2nd VP, I chaired the Budget,
Finance and Audit Conunittee and we made 13
reconunendationsto the ExecutiveBoard on ways
to cut costs and increase revenues. Based upon
a detailed financial analysis, we determined that
we were spending $134 on each member and
only receiving $75 in dues annually. Theproblem
was evenworseregardingthe 25% of our membership who were students. For each student on our
books, we lost approximately $110 each year.
We were committed to reducing our costs
without reducing membership benefits. We decided to move ACJS Today to the Web for a
saving of approximately $14,000 in mailing
costs alone. This issue of A CJS Today will be
the last one you receive in paper form. Beginning with Volume 26, Issue 2, you will receive
an e-rnail message that the latest issue of ACJS
Today is available on the ACJS Web site. It will
be placed on the Web in .pdf form and will look
just like the hard copy you have ben receiving
for the last several years. We will no longer
publish the Membership Directory but will
move it onto the Web for easier access by our
membership. Finally, we have restructured the
membership benefits for our student members
and now offer a reduced rate for their membership that does not include our journals.
Included in the 13 recommendations were
ones to increase the price of our products to be
more in line with our competitor's products. We
increased our library subscription fee for both
Justice Quarterly and the Journal of Criminal
Justice Education. We also offered libraries a
bundled package of JQ and JCJE to increase
subscriptions ofthe latter. These actions proved
very successful. Last year we increased the number of library subscriptions for JQ and dramatically increased the number of new subscriptions
to JCJE. We also increased institutional membership from $200 to $250 per year and didn't
lose an institution.
I am happy to report that at the close of the
2001-2 year, Mittie Southerland's term of office,
we generated a surplus of $60,000. This money
was used to repay some of the funds borrowed
from our endowment and restricted accounts.
This year, we generated a surplus of approximately $110,000. We have not only reimbursed
all fundsthathad been borrowedin the last several
years but also have a healthy reserve to take us
intothe future. In short,our organizationis healthy
and on a solidfinancialfooting.
Serving as your president this past year has
been a trulywonderfulexperience. I thankyou for
the opportunity to serve the Academy and you
in this capacity. My best wishes to Steve Lab as
he takes over the presidency. I look forward to
seeing all of you next year in Las Vegas!
_
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•

Provide a review that will help the readership determine how useful the book will be for teaching of
particular courses.

•

Identify how the book is applicable to criminal justice, criminology, sociology, and other related
curriculums.

•

Identify the courses for which the book will be useful and why.

•

Identify the level of students most likely to find the book useful.

•

Identify the teaching style most consistent with the book's approach.

•

Send reviews to Dr. Laura Myers, the ACJS Today Editor at ICC_lxm@shsu.edu.

•

Book review should be limited to no more than three (3) single-spaced pages with references in
APAstyle.

•

Reviews sent as e-mail attachments in Word are acceptable.

•

Submission of a review to ACJS Today implies that the review has not been published elsewhere
nor is it currently under submission to another publication.
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Abstract
Because of the similar ongoing police
misconduct issues in America and Great Britain, this commentary assesses a performance-based system that England uses to
see if it can be applied to American policing.
The concept employs the idea of using
clearly identifiable criteria to measure police
activities through audits. This review also
looks at its applicability in the Great Britain
law enforcement systems.
Introduction
The problem of police accountability
continues to go unanswered. The prime examples are the recurring issues of corruption and misconduct that plague the vocation. The news media reports on the continuing investigations of the New York City
Police Department (NYPD) concerning its
officers' behavior when dealing with the
Afro-American community, as evidence that
something is wrong. Moreover, the phenomenal corruption scandal of the Los Angeles
Police Department (LAPD) regarding its officers planting evidence on and providing
false testimony against the same suspects
to secure convictions strengthens the contention that police malfeasance is alive and
well.
The numerous attempts to correct American law enforcement have failed. The efforts in this regard have been laden in openended departmental policies that allow police officers to escape exposure to corruption and misconduct uncovered during external investigations conducted by blue ribbon police commissions (headed by former
judges and prominent attorneys). Although,
these independent reviews have recommended sound changes in policing by unveiling systematic and cultural corruption,
their impact are minimal, at best (see the
Mollen (1994, July) and Christopher Reports
(1991, July) on Police Corruption in the NYPD
andLAPD).
Can anything work? Perhaps the solution to solving misconduct lies in the origin

of American policing. If so, then the need to
go back to where American policing begins
is paramount. Great Britain's contribution
to American policing is well documented and
duly noted (see the "Historical Perspective"
in Thibault, Lynch and McBride's (1985),
Proactive Police Management, for a detailed review on the evolution of American
policing). The relevance of this commentary
is to explore whether performance-based solutions apply to law enforcement in the
United States and England.
The Reason for the Police in the United
States and England
The reason for the police in Great Britain. England's concern (like America's during the early 1900s) was that she needed to
deal with the growing populations in the cities and the associated crime. " ... Therefore, [the Bobbies] diligent enforcement of
the government's industrial laws ... helped
to transform the role of trade unions; their
role as guarantors of public order . . . led
them into bitter conflict with picketers and
demonstrators."
This continued as "their
struggle ... [in] the streets of Britain during
the riots of 1981 restored the public peace at
a time when it looked as though the 'thin
blue line' was all that stood between turmoil
and a still nascent Thacherie revolution
(McLaughlin, 1992:474).
However, as the uprisings stopped at the
end of the 1980s, the 1990s challenged Great
Britain to find solutions on the future of policing. This effort was prompted by public
opinion polls that indicated a lack oftrust of
the police by the citizenry. Specifically, the
issues of police wrongdoing and police brutality were at the forefront of the public's
concerns (McLaughlin 1992).
Great Britain was fighting the same battle
as the United States in what it wanted from
its police. At the heart of the matter was
whether to continue to concentrate training
efforts that taught the police how to "keep
the peace" by preparing them for violent
confrontations with the public (Johnson,
1991). Additionally, the heavy emphasis on
rank and file hierarchy cemented the idea that

control of the police was also an important
aspect (Hall, 1987), as they were seen as being unmanageable.
The shortcomings of traditional police control through accountability. The term accountability means not only to control the
police (Brogden, Jefferson, and Walklate,
1988 and Lustgarten, 1986) but also to provide justifications for their acts (Stenning,
1995). The British police (like the United
States police) are controlled through a deterrence-based system that is supported by
rules and regulations. Of course, this method
of accountability does not work due to the
lack of clarity in the procedures (Bayley, 1995;
Goldsmith,1991).
To demonstrate what it takes for the old
style of law enforcement accountability to
work, Stenning (1995) uses the issue of excessive force as an example:
1. The law and/or departmental policies are clear on how much force to use under a variety of circumstances.
2. The clearly defined laws apply to the
police and hold them accountable for their
actions.
3. The reviewers of police actions
have the knowledge of the officers' intentions.
Unfortunately, these conditions are almost never achieved because police policies
like these are ambiguous (Chan, 1999). However, attempts at clarifying vague rules have
minimum affect (Dixon, 1997; McConville et
al., 1991; Walker, 1993).
The police officers can potentially use
force everyday (Bittner, 1978; CJC, 1997:
Appendix D) and there is little or no guidance in this area (CJC, 1997:69 and Goldsmith,
1999). The police are given broad discretionary powers to enforce the law (CJC,
1993a, b) and this complicates the brutality
issue. This sets the stage for police officers
justifying their actions with what they believe to be plausible excuses (Dixon 1997;
Ericson, 1981). Accordingly, the results are
that those unclear rules and regulations along
with non-enforcement provide the police with
an opportunity to rationalize bad acts.
continued

on page 8
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The "New Police Accountability"

Concept

The "new accountability" factor as an answer to police corruption. While public policy
reform has been an American objective, it
has not been denied entrance abroad. The
economic rationalist and managerial concerns
on public policy and administration in Great
Britain (Miller & Rose, 1990; Power, 1997)
substantiate that there is a serious debate
on this matter in Europe as in the United
States.
A private industry approach drives the
idea of self-regulation
through auditing
(O'Malley, 1996; Rose, 1995). The efficiency
and effectiveness concepts of the business
world and a market or quasi-market condition bring forth this idea to government.
England's New Public Management (NPM)
idea borrows the strategies of private industry by focusing on " ... cost control, financial responsibility, the automation of organizational sub-units, the decentralization of
management authority and the accountability to customers for the quality of service by
creating performance indicators" (Power,
1997:43).
The public reform idea of government
produces a new type of police accountability. This is the reason for shifting from the
traditional legal and disciplinary system to
an accountability theme of clearly definable
and audible factors to assess the performance of police officers (Chan, 1999).
The view shifts from legal or public opinion standards to managerial criterion. The
external oversight concept (of American policing) is combined with self-policing rather
than centralized oversight and advocates risk
management rather than rule enforcement
(Chan, 1999). A commitment to a rational way
of fiscal responsibility is at the core of the
accountability idea.
A redirection of self-oversight shows a
support to move the control factor deeper
into the organizational structure and pairing
it with systems that can be audited (Powers,
1997). A special agency would be established
to measure the performance-based criteria developed to critique objectives. This agency
would review police complaints, consult with
the stakeholders, and monitor the organization through audits (Chan, 1999):
Assessing the new police accountability standards. The new accountability model
is concerned with reducing risk rather than

punishment and does using the following
(Chan,1999):
1. Defining the appropriate level offorce
to use in specific situations.
2. Inspections, audits and performance
reviews are necessitated to ensure standards
are maintained and police training reinforces
the proper practice.
3. Information is used from law enforcement activities (like surveillances, complaints, audits and other sources) to effectively evaluate high-risk officers and situations and refine prevention strategies.
The assessment of this system is not
available; however, two unintended consequences occur. The first involves the creation of special units to address accountability requirements, while the remainder of
the operation moves forward. Thus, accountability (like traditional oversight units)
is dismissed as just a reflection of management. The second unintended consequence
involves self-regulation on the accountability unit's own performance (Chan, 1999).
Nonetheless, critics of the new accountability theory point to the "managerialist"
method and argue against its market-oriented belief of assigning responsibility
(Davids & Hancock, 1998) as an impediment.
Nevertheless, under the old and new accountability system, the occupational culture of policing stands in the way of any
reform, which "excuses and encourages
abuse of power" (Bayley, 1995). Thus, the
cultural changes in policing are difficult to
correct (Chan, 1997a) under both systems.
Analysis and Conclusion
England and the United States shared
similar issues about policing. Both countries found it difficult to define the role of
the police. McLaughlin told us that Great
Britain faced a crisis in the J 990s because
its police were too brutal for the time; however, this behavior served well during
England's age of internal strife. Johnson
remarked how American policing's preparation of its police officers for the same type
of physical confrontations with the public
was an identifiable attribute of England's
dilemma.
The emphasis on America's (Hall, 1987)
and Great Britain's policing system to maintain control is an additional similarity. The
old way of controlling the police (at one time
fostered by both countries) does not work
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(Bayley, I 995; Goldsmith, 1991) because of
unclear rules and wide discretionary authority that allows police officers to escape exposure to bad behavior (Dixon, 1997;
Erickson, 1981). The lack of a defined accountability mechanism under the old-fashioned legal deterrence strategy for the police constituted a need for using traditional
business techniques (0' Malley, 1996; Rose,
1996). The use of measurable standards in
assessing the police officers' activities drove
this theory. The auditing of police activities
developed from this idea and brought the
review of citizen complaints and input from
the community to the forefront (Chan, 1997a).
The new accountability system of curbing police misconduct is untested and has
resulted in two unintended results (Chan,
1999). Still, non-believers of this idea finger
the managerialist avenue it takes to achieve
"market-oriented" goals (Davids & Hancock,
1998) as a potential problem.
The new police accountability system
objective is to reduce risk instead of punishing and uses standard criterion that can be
measured. This practice is applicable to many
professions. Law enforcement, however, is
not one such profession because the police
officer must react to highly stressful and violent situations that require split-second precision. It is difficult to assign measurable
audit standards to these types of scenarios.
The environment under in which the
police officer must act can never be recreated and therefore the audit team could never
fairly assess what happened absent the environmental factors.
The police spend a tremendous amount
of time driving around and observing what
is going on, and interacting with the public.
On the surface, this activity appears to be a
waste oftime; however, it is a standard way
of deterring crime. The auditors, perhaps,
may not be able to correctly measure the effectiveness.
The audit unit is absorbed by the organization and regarded as a prostheses arm
of management in which it is put on and taken
off when convenient. The audit unit is selfpoliced and may seize the opportunity to self
promote its existence by unfairly reviewing
police actions. Therefore, this idea is rejected
for applicability, reliability and validity in
American policing.
Finally, the culture of policing rears its
ugly head in the United States and Great
Britain's law enforcement systems. Conse-
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quently, any attempt to change it (even under a system of accountability measured in
performance-based
objectives policing)
meets resistance (Bayley, 1995; Chan, 1999).
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Major New Developments in
Criminal Justice at
Norwich University
Norwich University announces the
creation of the National Center for the
Study of Counter-Terrorism & CyberCrime at its Northfield, Vermont campus. The Center, federally chartered
under recently passed legislation sponsored by Senator Patrick Leahy ofVermont, who chairs the Senate Judiciary
Committee, will serve as a national resource and research facility for the identification, analysis and evaluation of new
technologies
to be used in the war
against terrorism and associated cybercrime. The goal of the Center is to enhance the United States' ability to respond to terrorist and cyber-crime
threats directed toward the nation and
its allies. The Center will also act as a
national education center for counterterrorism and cyber-crime education and
training. Leahy's legislation for the new
national Center at Norwich University
combines two of his top priorities, protection against terrorism and cybercrime, as chairman of the committee that
oversees the Justice Department and all
federal law enforcement programs.
The Department of Justice Studies
at Norwich University also announces
a new on-line Master of Justice Administration (MJA) degree, which will enroll its first students in January 2003. The
MJA curriculum is unique in combining
criminal justice and public administration
in a 36-credit hour program structured
around six core seminars. Students complete seminar work on-line and attend a
professional capstone conference on the
Norwich Campus at the end of the program. The MJA was designed around
the contemporary justice professional's
schedule and skills needed to be an effective manager, policy maker and
leader. The on-line format and intensive
seminars allows degree completion in
less than two years with additional certificates of advanced graduate study in
policy, public administration, information
assurance, and terrorism studies available for those who wish to pursue specialization. For more information please
visit the On-line MJA website at
www.norwich.edu/mjaorcalll-800-NU
ONLINE (686-6546).
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Palmer, T. (2002). Individualized Intervention with Young Multiple Offenders, New
York: Routledge.

specifically for this population, with an emphasis on treatment modality.
Teaching Utility for Academic Courses

Reviewer: CARRIE M. HARTER
Sam Houston State University
This text covers an array of issues related to individualized treatment for juvenile
offenders. Few texts have provided specific
details on effective treatment procedures for
this population, and few have provided longitudinal data on program effectiveness.
Individualized
Intervention
with Young
Multiple Offenders has achieved both, which
makes it a refreshing addition to the current
body of literature onjuvenile crime and offenders. This text offers solid data on components of effective individualized treatment
through experimental research.
The purpose for this review is to address the book's teaching utility for academic
courses; its applicability to criminal justice
and other related fields; the types of courses
that can utilize its content; the academic level
appropriate for its inclusion; and professorial teaching styles most consistent with its
design. In addition, content and relevance
to the study of juvenile delinquency will be
addressed.
Individualized Intervention with Young
Multiple Offenders is designed to provide
longitudinal data on individualized intervention for serious juvenile offenders, based on
data provided by a community-based correctional project. The California Youth Authority, a state-operated agency, governed
the project for a period of almost 40 years.
The specific name of the program was called
the Community Treatment Project, or CTP,
and it was designed to determine whether or
not serious juvenile offenders could be properly supervised within their communities
without incarceration. Three different locations over the course ofthe project provided
experimental data on the success ofindividualized intervention over more traditional institutionalized methods. While the Information contained in this text is extremely helpful to practitioners, adopting it for academic
course value will take a course designed

Experimental methodology is employed
to evaluate individualized approaches for intervention. Currently, most research conducted in criminal justice, sociology, and
education utilize survey research, therefore,
including experimental studies in the evaluation of juvenile offender programs offers
more rigorous research in these fields of
study.
Academic courses that would benefit
from this text include those that can capitalize on the utility of these methods. Courses
related to juvenile delinquency andjuvenile
justice would be optimal, however, this book
could be applied to courses in research methods. The author presents impressive approaches to analyzing and evaluating intervention outcomes of individualized treatment that can benefit both quantitative and
qualitative research. The instructor can address the importance of qualitative data to
supplement and/or pursue curious findings
from statistical measures. Qualitative methods, such as focus groups and interviews
with incarcerated youth, can substantiate
experimental and survey methods. For example, qualitative measures can be utilized
in current research as a precursor to more
rigorous quantitative methods at different
stages of program evaluation. The following undergraduate and graduate courses
would be most applicable:
Undergraduate
1. Juvenile Delinquency;
2. Special Needs and Special Offenders;
3. Intermediate Research Methods in
Criminal Justice (or in the fields of sociology, forensic psychology, and
criminology);
Graduate
1. Juvenile Offenders;
2. Advanced Research Methods in
Criminal Justice Research Methods in
Criminal Justice (or in the fields of so-

ciology, forensic
criminology).
While
the above
serve as a
prehensive

psychology,

and

this text is a terrific resource in
named courses, it would best
supplement to a text more comin these areas.

Academic Level
The text is appropriate for the upperlevel undergraduate
and master's level
courses. The student should have a good
understanding of statistics, a basic understanding of research methodology, and some
comprehension of the study of juvenile delinquency. At the graduate level, students
would be better able to synthesize and evaluate data, in addition to applying strategies
outlined in the book for ideas regarding their
own research.
Professional Teaching Style
The style of teaching most effective in
maximizing information in this book varies
depending on the academic level at which
the course is offered. At the undergraduate
level, lecture in combination with small-group
interaction can help students to understand
and integrate the material. At the graduate
level, large group or seminar format would
be effective as an informal approach to analyzing and evaluating intervention
approaches.
The professor should be aware of historical trends in treatment intervention for
incarcerated youth and be able to compare
textual information with current journal articles.
Content
The outline of the book provides stages
of intervention according to year and location. The chronological order makes the
phases of intervention easy to understand
and the data collection at eachjuncture logical. Subsequent to chapters on intervention, the author presents theoretical and ethical trends that allow the information to be-
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come tangible to practitioners and academicians. He concludes with perspectives on
the benefits of community-based individualized intervention. The findings reinforce
consistent benefits over the past several
decades by handling troubled juveniles with
individualized community-approaches. This
was a great way to accent intervention findings presented throughout the book, and to
reinforce the utility of research in the field.
The text includes an index entitled, "Errata, Index, and Further Readings for Individualized Intervention with Young Multiple
Offenders." The author explains that this
addition was included after the book's hasty
release as a result of the national crisis on
September 11,2001. Consequently, certain
chapters were not proofed for errors. Although the separate index is somewhat inconvenient, the author has provided extreme
detail in which to compensate for chapter
mistakes. The author also provided useful
references for supplementary readings.
Summary
This book is an excellent addition to
courses related to juvenile delinquency, and
is an effective example of experimental research with juvenile offenders. The specialized nature of the book yields its applicability as a supplemental text, but nonetheless,
the book is a much-needed resource in the
area of juvenile delinquency. The author has
done an excellent job in outlining the stages
of intervention in conjunction with corresponding research efforts.

•
Brothers, B. J. (2002). Couples, Intimacy
Issues, and Addiction, New York: The
Haworth Press.
Reviewer:
ROBERTHANSER
University of Louisiana
It is commonly understood among most
criminal justice practitioners and scholars
that substance abuse plagues a significant
portion of the offending population. However, many criminal justice practitioners are
unaware that couples/family intervention
approaches have been shown to be more
effective than individual and group counseling when treating substance abuse ad-

diction. Alternately, most mental health practitioners are keenly aware that family/
couples therapy has been shown to be
highly effective in treating those who battle
addiction issues but are not well-versed on
the true extent by which substance abuse
problems aggravate crime statistics.
This anthology, edited by Barbara
Brothers, demonstrates how disparate fields
such as marriage counseling, substance
abuse addiction, and criminal justice can
share interlinking points of concern. This is
apparent even though this anthology is
largely written with the marriage counselor
in mind. Issues from several disciplines are
brought together but the clinical concerns
and terminology place heavy emphasis on
the counseling process. This makes this
book a bit unorthodox when observed from
the perspective ofthe criminal justice practitioner. However, this does not detract from
the text's utility in meeting the therapeutic
needs of many clients of the criminal justice
system. This is because most offenders do
not live in a social vacuum. Rather, offenders have social networks and significant
others just as do non-offenders. This is an
important point to keep in mind when discussing issues of treatment for substanceaddicted offenders.
Practitioners reading this book will gain
a greater appreciation for treatment modalities that go beyond simple group and individual counseling for substance-addicted
offenders under their supervision. Thus, intervention specialists, caseworkers, and
community supervision personnel can all
benefit from this book. This anthology is
also likely to be useful for those practitioners and scholars who deal with marital and
family violence issues. Given that substance abuse problems correlate with domestic abuse, an anthology designed to provide services to chemically addicted couples
can serve as an excellent supplementary
source in treating violence within the family. Aside from specific issues, the selections are highly useful for any practitioner
working with couples affected by substance
abuse.
The initial chapters of this book provide the reader with extensive detail on the
intricate dynamics of any couple relationship. While not necessarily related directly
to substance abuse, these initial contributions serve to lay the groundwork for subsequent chapters that demonstrate the com-
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plexities surrounding couples affected by
addiction problems. Notably, one article is
written by the acclaimed Virginia Satir, a virtual guru within the marriage and family
therapy literature. Satir provides insight into
how therapists can prepare for their first session with a client so as to maximize their
therapeutic effectiveness. This is important
because the first session can set the tone
for the entire therapeutic relationship; thus
having a substantial impact on the likelihood
of treatment success.
One chapter explores the developmental process of intimacy in addictive couples,
going beyond the typical psychopathology
associated with substance abuse problems.
Specific focus is placed on substance addiction and the clinical dimensions that must
be recognized in couples' therapy. Dynamics and processes between intimate dyads
are discussed as is the growth toward
healthy partnering among addicted couples.
Treatment interventions in this chapter rely
on behavioral couples' therapy with relevant
case studies that illustrate the implementation of behaviorist interventions. This particular form of intervention, with its emphasis on concrete and measurable indicators
of success, is likely to appeal to most criminal justice practitioners. These types of interventions dovetail nicely with most criminal justice concerns and make for an effective community supervision intervention for
offenders suffering from addiction.
A particularly unusual contribution sets
out to explain the adaptive functions, both
physiologically and emotionally, oflove that
is experienced by couples. This is important because many couples contend that
they do indeed love one another, but when
hard-pressed, many cannot give specific
reasons why. This article provides an interesting viewpoint on the functional elements
oflove between couples, showing that love,
as an emotion, serves as a buffer to many of
the stressors in our day-to-day living.
Another article points toward the
means by which addictions destroy both individuals and their intimate relationships.
This article demonstrates how one member
of the couple, ostensibly non-addicted, will
stay together in the hope that their partner
will eventually abstain from their substance
abusing behavior. This article is unique because it includes the marriage therapist in
an area of intervention often considered the
sole domain of the addictions counselor.
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This article provides specific techniques and
interventions with case illustrations to demonstrate effective use with clients. This specific contribution likewise has several significant points that interrelate with co-dependency issues common to couples where
one member is a drug abuser.
Other contributions deal with a
variety of concerns that couples may present
to the treatment specialist. Problems with
extramarital affairs are covered and show
how substance addiction can lead to affairs
of indiscretion. In the opposite vein, it is
also shown how marital affairs can lead to
poor coping strategies such as substance
abuse in an attempt to relieve guilt and anxiety. Some contributions are particularly insightful for the intervention specialist because they point toward specific techniques
that can be used with couples. The use of
dream analysis and facilitated imagery are
examples of these unique but highly applicable approaches to couples therapy.
From the standpoint of
criminal justice education, this book is likely
to be most suited for specialized courses
that deal with case treatment planning and/
or assessment, family violence, rehabilitation, and/or other treatment related concerns. However, this book is also ideal, and
should be required as a supplementary reading, for any graduate level counseling course
on marriage and family therapy. It is important to add that though this book addresses
addiction issues among couples, the specific type of addiction is not restrained to
chemical dependency. Indeed, addictions
with gambling, sexual intercourse, and other
compulsive behaviors could be addressed
as well. The collection's main points are
applicable to any form of treatment planning that address difficulties
between
couples.
Because of its specialized nature, this
supplementary
reading is perhaps most
suited to graduate level education. For
graduate programs in counseling or marriage
and family therapy, this book is perfect.
However, this book will fill a limited but
needed, niche within the criminal justice
arena. Professors who employ a case method
oflearning are likely to get effective results
from this supplement. In fact, several of the
articles are designed as clinical cases, where
the writer explains the symptomology and/
or underlying problems between the couple
and then discusses strategies used for treatment.
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This form of problem-based learning is
intended to develop student problem-solving ability using knowledge and skills acquired from their reading. Cases such as
those presented in this anthology provide
contextualized learning, rather than learning that is disassociated from pragmatic
contexts. This type ofleaming, particularly
when dealing with therapeutically oriented
skills, requires students to apply course
content to practically based scenarios. Using the case scenarios in each article, instructors can teach students methods of
clinical intervention that address those underlying problems that aggravate the addiction, thereby generating more accurate assessments in determining the prognosis for
each couple. It is through this effective treatment orientation that the criminal justice
practitioner can achieve their ultimate objective when dealing with substance abuse;
the eventual amelioration of drug problems.
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References
Note from the Editor: The debate on
the teaching of criminal justice that has
emerged in the last couple of A CJS Today issues has created a few responses
from the membership. Thanks to those
of you who have taken the time to express your views on this important subject and especially thanks to Mathieu
Detlem and Craig Hemmens, both of
whom have demonstrated the commitment to criminal justice education that
has inspired me to serve as the editor
ofACJS Today.

With respect to a debate which I had originally envisioned to be about the teaching
of criminal j ustice (Detlem 2002a), I regret to
again have to bring up more elementary
matters in light of the comments made by
Craig Hemmens (2002a, b; Detlem 2002b).
Anybody is always welcome to agree or disagree with my statements, but I would hope
they do so without being offensive and without distorting my ideas. Yet Hemmens has
misrepresented my ideas in every conceivable way and he does so again in his Rejoinder, not so much by misspelling my
name, but most strikingly precisely then
when he categorically denies taking any
quotes out of context. I ask the reader only
to read what is written. Hemmens writes that
"[Deflem] says that he decided to 'teach
what would surely be the easiest class anybody could ever take at the university' and
to advertise the course as 'easy, fun, and a
wonderful opportunity to watch me sell out
big time'" (Hemmens 2002b, p. 11). In fact,
however, the original statement in my essay
is as follows: "My immediate reaction was
to teach what would surely be the easiest
class anybody could ever take at the university. I also decided to recruit heavily from
the courses I was teaching at the time, advertising the course as easy, fun, and a wonderful opportunity to 'watch me sell out big
time!' Yet,fortunately, that is not what happened, for from the seeds of spite grew what
would be a great experience for the students
and their instructor alike" (Detlem 2002a, p.
3, emphases added). I ask readers only to
read, especially before they write.

Deflem, M. (2002a). Teaching criminal justice in liberal arts education: A sociologist's
confessions. ACJS Today 22(2),1,3-5.
Detlem, M. (2002b). Reply to "Reply."
A CJS Today 22(4), 10-11.
Hemmens, C. (2002a). Teaching criminal
justice: Reply to a sociologist. ACJS Today
22(4),8-10.
Hemmens, C. (2002b). Independence day:
Rejoinder to Professor Detlem. ACJS Today
22(4),11-12.
Mathieu Deflem
University of South Carolina

-

You [Dr. Laura Myers, editor ACJS Today], like Mathieu Detlem, asked for comments. CJ has problems, primarily because
of its roots. CJ departments were a response
to $, without academic integrity. When LEEP
started, tuition and books were paid for
those who would go into the CJ system.
Most ofthe jobs available in CJ only require
a high school degree. Since employers don't
value the degree, teachers dumbed down
courses to make it easier for students to
pass. The more money (tutition) you bring
in, the more your department expands (as
does you salary and rank). There are still a
large number of Cl programs that are diploma
mills. A colleague of mine who is a lieutenant in a law enforcement department has
taken over a high profile unit in investigations. He was told he could hire an intelligence analyst and have input into the qualifications for selection. He listed an M.S.
degree and asked me what majors he should
include. When I mentioned a CJ degree he
balked. I asked him what his objection was.
He said he had an associate's degree in CJ
and knew that CJ courses were so undemanding that someone with that background
would not be prepared for the demands of
the job.
The comments that Craig Hemmens
made about sociology only offering CJ
courses to get students is right on the
money. When I taught at UNCC, I was not
allowed to teach criminology, even though
I had my master's in criminology. Only sociology could teach that course. At Penn State,
where I got my Ph.D., they got rid ofthe CJ

department (even though it had a huge number of students and published faculty). Sociology was dying and they had the political power to take it. There are two points
that I will suggest why CJ needs to become
an academic and valued discipline.
I. Criminal justice issues can be the deciding factor in political races. Issues ranging from the death penalty to the 2nd
Amendment can become key concerns,
nullifying
education,
war, and the
economy. If Americans feel so strongly
about such issues, it gives validity to
the major. Rodney King and Waco have
had a far reaching impact on the way the
electorate views the government.
2. If we could start a CJ department from
scratch, we could make a real effort to
have the degree be meaningful (and a
high school graduate would not be eligible for the jobs our graduates could
get). There is a dearth of financial investigators in this country. Having talked
with FBI and IRS supervisors, they feel
there are about 2500 truly competent investigators in this area in the entire law
enforcement network. Instead of accountants being recruited and taught CJ, CJ
departments should push for a five-year
degree where CJ students with a knowledge of health care fraud, stock manipulation, and white collar crime also are able
to get their CPA. There could be another
track involving the use of computer information systems and analyzing intelligence. Instead of preparing our majors
for the local twenty-person police departments, we should be aiming at the
Office of Homeland Security.
Vance McLaughlin, Director of Planning
Savannah Police Department
_
Having been kicked out of a doctoral program in sociology for not being "sociological" enough in my pursuit of a CJ-related
dissertation, and salvaging myself at extra
expense by picking up a Ph.D. in criminology later, I can relate to the issues raised by
Profs. Hemmens & Detlem. Since 1993, I've
taught in three CJ departments. One was
headed by a tenured person with a master's
degree who saw to it that no new folks would
stay long unless they constantly bombarded him with praise over how his police
experience qualified him to be the same as a
continued
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Ph.D. The second was a CJ program captivated by a sociology department, and it kept
tight control over CJ precisely because of
the enrollment and budgetary reasons
Hemmens points out. I am now in ajustice
studies program,
and the only Ph.D.
amongst a faculty of J.D.s, and the 1.D.s
have done everything from play their "experience" card to having the A.B.A. or related bodies bombard my administration
with reasons why J.D.s are the same as
Ph.D.s. I am also a bit concerned about accrediting bodies, such as the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, which
seem to have some ambiguous ideas about
whether or not the J.D. is the same as the
Ph.D. and the appropriate terminal degree. I
think Prof. Deflem's argument for "bridge
building" is naive. It does nothing to relieve the deep, heartfelt sense of betrayal
that Ph.D.s in CJ feel over being dominated
by non-Ph.D.s and Ph.D.s in other disciplines who cover up their interloper role by
acting as gatekeepers. I would be interested
in working organizationally to remedy this
problem.
Dr. Tom O'Connor
North Carolina Wesleyan College

•

Before reluctantly contributing to the
rebarbative discussion about credentials to
teach criminal justice, I must first offer my
condolences to Professor Hemmens about
the size of his school loans, but I also want
to assure him that I had nothing to do with
advocating the policies that caused him to
incur those debts. As a matter of fact, that is
my main purpose in writing.
Hemmens cited me for the proposition
that the J.D. is "a substitute for" a Ph.D.,
and I am moved to disputation. The citation
is correct, but this duck is willing to sit still
for an even clearer shot. I will go far beyond
the parity argument. A Ph.D. is taken to be a
substitute for proven ability to publish research, educate students, and perform community service. The J.D. can be at least as
useful a proxy if supplemented with a dollop of common sense. Academia should not
be a last refuge for failed lawyers, but it
should not be a last refuge for failed researchers either. My interest in this dispute
over what constitutes an appropriate union
card is limited, but I wonder at any definition of "scholar" that excludes Joseph

Campbell, and wonderment leads me to some
personal confessions.
I have no high school diploma. I never
even finished the ninth grade-a
typical
result of public education for an Indian kid
in rural Oklahoma. When] came to higher
education without even a OED certificate, I
discovered that only Research 1 schools
would give me the time of day. The lower on
the academic food chain, the less likely I
could get admitted. My academic record
from the University of Texas at Austin says
"basis for admission: individual approval."
I was turned down at several lesser places.
The other school that offered me an appointment with an admissions officer was
the University of Chicago, but I broke the
appointment because Chicago (city of)
scared the daylights out of this small town
boy.
Academia is my second career and I do
not pretend to understand the turf wars. It
seems to me self-evident that criminal justice will get respect when it attracts the best
students rather than simply the most students and when criminal justice literature
rises to the level of the more established
disciplines. I hope I am contributing something, but it's hard not to notice that none
of the subjects on which I have published
made it into double digits in Professor
Robinson's analysis of the papers read in
Anaheim-unless
you count the one article
in the Journal of Criminal Justice Education where I stood up for the lowly J.D ..
Professor Hemmens suggests that J.D.s
who want to teach prove it by spending the
money to acquire aPh.D. My proof of commitment certainly came with a similar price
tag. I bought life memberships in ACJS and
ASC because I knew with my coming 2/3
pay cut I was not going to be able to afford
the dues. I had to quit the ABA over dues. I
pony up for the Law & Society Association
because I can't do without it.
When I interviewed at what became my
first full-time academic post, one of the
mucky-mucks told me to my face the only
reason I was short-listed was because I hold
an advanced degree in addition to the J.D ..
Another told me the only reason I was shortlisted was because I was published. (At that
time, one refereed journal article, five law
journal articles, and miscellaneous other
things.) I was wondering if! really wanted
to teach badly enough to put up with such
patronizing nonsense. I did.

There are a number of disciplines
wherein every significant idea is borrowed
from a more established discipline and there
are continual battles between the practitioners and scholars: business, education, journalism, and yes, criminal justice. One reason a J.D. is as good a proxy for the talents
we seek in faculty as the Ph.D. is because
one of those more established disciplines
from which all of the disciplines above borrow is law.
But, good grief! This conversation is not
about what makes a good professor but
rather what can create the appearance of a
good professor! I thought such nonsense
would disappear in the magic of anonymous
peer review. Why rely on any proxy? Hire
people based on their publications and their
presentations. Academia has a very long
probationary period. It should be possible
in five years to judge substance. That requires a critical mass of smart people who
are not threatened
by incoming smart
people. If! knew how to achieve that critical
mass, I would be happy to share that information, but the best I can say is that you
will have about the same chance with a half
dozen randomly selected 1.D.s as with a similar number ofPh.D.s, but the former would
leave you short on quantitative methods.
We are not supposed to select at random, are we?
I was able to get into better schools as a
high school dropout because the better
schools had made their reputations and
could afford to take a chance based on my
presentation of self. 1.D.s are more easily
accepted at better criminal justice departments for the same reason. Joseph Campbell
could teach at Sarah Lawrence but probably
could not have made the first cut ("minimally qualified") at MiskatonicA&M Teachers College. If you have the substance, you
can take risks with outward appearances.
I am not sure exactly how criminal justice can get the respect it is trying to claim
sooner rather than later. My best guess is
the debate should shift to how to deserve
respect rather than how to appear to deserve it. I apologize in advance to anyone I
have offended with these remarks. Personal
affront is not my intent. I only wish to say
to those who care to listen that continued
struthious behavior carries its own penalty.
Judge Steve Russell
Indiana University at Bloomington

•
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POLICY FOR PROFIT: THE PRIVATE-PRISON
INFLUENCE OVER CRIMINALJUSTICE
by

JOEL CAPLAN

Rutgers University
Abstract
Private prisons claim to be able to house
prisoners at significant savings compared
to government-run facilities. Therefore, private prisons have been used for several
decades to reduce the strains on overcrowded public facilities. However, it is believed that the clash of interests between
the need to reduce the prison population
and the desire for profits will almost ensure
that private firms will seek to maintain an
increasing prison population by lobbying
for tougher sentencing policies. This paper
begins with a review of the history, proponent and opponent arguments, empirical
studies, and conceptual issues surrounding private prisons and then focuses on the
private prison industry's influence over
criminal justice legislation. Limitations of
past research, ideas for future research and
recommendations for policymakers follow.
This paper concludes that private prisons
do not save taxpayers money and, stakeholders within the private prison industry
have greatly influenced policies to promote
their interests.
Introduction
A significant increase in the United
States' prison population has occurred over
the past several decades. This increase is
primarily due to policy changes within the
criminal justice system, such as mandatory
minimum sentences, habitual offender laws,
the war on drugs, preventative detention,
and the abolition of parole in somejurisdictions (Caplan, 2002; Dilulio, 1990; Mattera
& Khan, 2001; Mauer, 1999; PBS, 2002;
Reisig & Pratt, 2000; Robbins, 1986;
Schneider, 1999; Shichor, 1998, Xiong, 1997).
There are several alternatives to incarceration that can lesson the strain on governments caused by overcrowded
prisons
(Caplan, 2002). However, the solution that
began in the 1980s and continues to this
day is prison privatization. "While arrests
and convictions are steadily on the rise,"
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read a private prison conference invitation
letter, "profits are to be made-profits
from
crime. Get in on the ground floor of this
booming industry now" (Mauer, 1999: 10)1.
The modem private prison industry is powerful and it thrives on prisoners (Shichor,
1998). This clash of interests between the
need to reduce the prison population and
the desire for profits will almost ensure that
private firms will seek to maintain an increasing prison population by lobbying for
tougher sentencing policies (Schneider,
1999, Sellers, 1993).
Background of Private
Prisons in the U.S.
America has a long history of private
firms that managed specific prison services;
although, the extent of reliance on them has
varied (Austin & Coventry, 1999; Bender,
2000; Camp & Gaes, 2002; Cheung, 2002;
Dilulio, 1990; Schneider, 1999). Private-public partnerships eventually came to an end
in the late 1950s as a result of scandals, depleted demands for prison-made goods, and
polemic favoring public control of incarceration facilities (Dilulio, 1990; Schneider 1999).
The 1980s ushered in a new era of prison
privatization. Prisons were overcrowded and
most states had serious financial problems.
To reduce the stress on the public system,
officials turned to the private sector
(Cheung, 2002; Greene, 2000; Mattera &
Khan, 2001; Robbins, 1986; Schneider, 1999;
Sellers, 1993). In 1984, Hamilton County,
Tennessee, awarded Corrections Corporation of America (CCA) a contract to operate
its jail (Cheung, 2002; Mattera & Khan,
2001). This sparked the beginning of the
modem private prison era. According to
Schneider (1999: 196), "CCA was well connected with political and financial leaders in
Tennessee, and it had strong ties to experts
in the prison business." Historically, prison
"was a means to an end," stated Garvey
(2002:9A), "not an end in itself. And profit
was not in the equation." Today, however,
private prisons are pools of wealth for national and international
corporations
(Schneider, 1999; Xiong, 1997).
The utilization of private facilities by
states has dwindled in recent years; however, federal expansion has safeguarded the

industry. Between 1995 and 1999, the federal inmate population increased over 30
percent and private prisons were used to
ease the pressure within federal facilities
(Camp & Gaes, 2002; Cheung, 2002; Mattera
& Khan, 1999). The United States Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) was
the first government agency to use private
prisons (Austin & Coventry, 1999). In 1997,
the Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBOP) contracted with the Wackenhut Corporation to
operate a prison in Taft, California. In 2000,
the FBOP contracted with CCA to maintain
3,300 beds with an estimated value of$760
million over 10 years; and in 2001 the INS
and the U.S. Marshals Service renewed five
contracts (worth approximately $50 million
each) with CCA (Cheung, 2002).

The Private Prison Debate
Reasons for Private Prisons
There are two levels of explanation for
privatization: ideological and analytical.
Proponents of an ideological explanation call
for privatization
because they favor a
laissez- faire state. Proponents of an analytical explanation call for privatization as a
means for controlling government expenditures (Sellers, 1993; Shleifer, 1998). Those
in favor of private prisons say that they save
taxpayers money while maintaining facilities
that operate more efficiently (20% less costs)
and at a higher quality with lower recidivism rates- than public ones (Cheung, 2002;
Logan, 1990; PBS, 2002; Robbins, 1986;
Shichor, 1998).
Some companies simply take over the
management of existing prisons. "Yet one
of the main selling points for the larger operators has been that they can provide additional jail and prison capacity," stated
Mattera and Khan (2002: 12). Because private companies are not subject to the same
construction rules as governments, they can
build prisons for nearly 25 percent less and
in half the time of comparable government
construction projects (Austin & Coventry,
1999; Williams, 1997). Additional arguments
for the privatization of corrections are that
it will reduce the public pension system's
indebtedness because employees will be
continued
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privately employed (Sellers 1993), abusive
behavior within prison will cease because
such action defeats the long-term interests
of private contractors (Austin & Coventry,
1999), and privatization will give public prisons the abi Iity to evaluate themselves
through comparative analysis (Sellers, 1993).
Reasons Against Private Prisons
Research to date shows little evidence
that prison privatization has resulted in significant public savings (Bender, 2000;
Bender, 2002; Cheung, 2002; Grassroots,
2002; Mattera & Khan, 2001). Taxpayers
are not only paying for punishment (incarceration),
they are also paying for a
corporation's
profits (Mattera & Khan,
2001). "In the case of prisons," Mattera and
Khan (2001: 19) explain, " ... there is no independent source of revenue; inmates don't
pay to be incarcerated. The funds that pay
for the operation of the facilities come out
of federal, state or local correctional budgets. In other words, tax revenues are the
ultimate source of the income stream."
The private prison industry's claim ofreduced operational cost is a major area of
concern for private prison opponents. Sellers (1993 :52) asks if cost effectiveness is a
form of union busting and exploitation of
labor, lower wages, pensions and benefits.
Labor generally represents 60 to 80 percent
of a prison's operating expenses and, because many prison companies are not bound
by civil service and union rules, reduced
costs are believed to come from lower employee wages, benefits and staffing levels.
(Camp & Gaes, 2002; Mattera & Khan, 2001;
PBS, 2002; Schneider, 1999; Sellers, 1993;
Wetzel, 2002; Williams, 1997).
Quality of U.S. private prisons: A comparative study. Camp and Gaes (2002) surveyed three major areas of private prisons:
general characteristics of the prisons and
their staff, types of inmates, and types of
inmate misconduct. Data was collected from
a national survey oflocal, state, and federal
jurisdictions housing adult offenders. The
survey was given to "contract officials
within agencies that utilize private prison
bed space" (Camp & Gaes, 2002:433). The
questionnaire was collaboratively designed
by the Office of Research and Evaluation at
the Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBOP), experts at the FBOP, and the National Insti-

tute of Corrections.
The study reports
univariate results but interprets the implications ofthe empirical findings using a multivariate analysis of three variables: gender,
staff-to-inmate ratios, and indicators of potential systemic effects associated with
prison performance
(Camp & Gaes,
2002:435).
The study concluded that compared to
the FBOP facilities privately operated prisons used more custody staff; however, they
had much higher staff turnover rates, escape rates, and drug hit rates; and they have
not produced an acceptable level of public
safety or inmate care (Camp & Gaes,
2002:435,447). Camp and Gaes (2002: 445)
suggested that escape is a good indicator
of prison problems in policy, procedures,
technology, and staff capabilities.
Commonly overlooked problems related
to costs. A commonly overlooked expense
for governments when they utilize private
prisons is the cost of monitoring contract
performance. According to Austin (1999:23),
"[ c]onstant monitoring of all aspects of internal performances is essential to a good
contractual relationship, which may become
expensive over time." Without effective
monitoring, opponents argue, private prisons can accept maximum-security prisoners
without the proper controls to house them.
(Camp & Gaes, 2002; Greene, 2000; Mattera
& Khan, 2001; Schneider, 1999). Forexample,
a private prison in Ohio was caught housing maximum security prisoners despite their
agreement to incarcerate only medium or
lower security offenders (Schneider, 1999).
Opponents also express concerns over
problems of access to records of private
companies and the lack of incentive for private facilities to be evaluated (Harding, 1997;
Shichor, 1998). Moreover, opponents argue
that government agencies are usually faced
with the financial responsibility to apprehend escapees or control riots that occur in
insecure facilities. To help mitigate these
concerns Arizona requires private facilities
to have insurance policies that will reimburse
state agencies should they have to intervene during an escape or a riot. However,
this only adds to the number of profiteers in
the private prison enterprise-insurance
companies (Camp & Gaes, 2002; Schneider
1999).

Conceptual Issues Surrounding
Private Prisons
Profits from Crime?
The major difference of prison policy
from other types of policy is that prisons
deliver punishment
(American,
2002;
Schneider, 1999). "Within a prison, every
aspect of an inmate's life is disciplined and
subject to enhanced punishment at the discretion of guards and other personnel," explains Schneider (1999: 192). "Thus, special
issues are raised when considering the appropriate role of the private sector in the
management or ownership of prisons." A
fundamental moral question accompanies
private prison management-for
advocates
and opponents alike: Setting aside concerns over cost, efficiency, liability, and prisoner rights, should the authority to manage
prisons be given to private individuals;
thereby, allowing profits to be made from
crime? (DiIulio, 1990; Robbins, 1986; White
2001). According to the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) (2002), "[t]he decision
to place an offender in prison, and the decision to impose a particular length of sentence, are critical social policy decisions that
should not be contaminated by profit considerations." Other opponents argue that
punishment is the sole responsibility of the
state (Harding, 1997; Reisig & Pratt, 2000;
Williams, 1997). DiIulio (1990: 170) rationalizes that the philosophy of "those who
abuse liberty shall live without it" should
be conveyed by" ... the offended community oflaw-abiding citizens, through its public agents, to the incarcerated individual."
A clear distinction between the determination of guilt and the execution of punishment is made by private prison advocates.
They assert that punishment can constitutionally be delegated to a private entityand the federal courts have agreed. Of
course,
those who oppose
private
prisonization argue that even if such delegation is constitutional it not necessarily a
wise thing to do (Austin, 1999; Badalamenti
& Thomas, 1998; Robbins, 1986; Shichor,
1998; Sellers, 1993).
The Symbolism of Punishment
Opponents argue that the symbolism
factor is lost when private firms make a profit
from punishment (Sellers, 1993). Symbolism can involve: judges' robes, police offic-
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uniforms, correctional personnel, and
vanous badges and insignias-which
represent sources of authority to punish. Opponents c.laim that the criminal justice system and Its acts of punishment provide a
forum for reaffirming the values ofthe community. However, symbolism is altered when
for-profit corporations deliver punishment
and therefore, the punishments have less
m~an!ng (Robbins, 1986; Shichor, 1998).
Dilullo (1990: 173-174) illustrates the moral
implications of privatizing justice with an
analogous example:
You have worked tirelessly on behalf of
Y?Uf fellow citizens. You have [for example]
discovered a cure for cancer. ... For your
good deeds, you are to receive the National
Medal of Honor. The big day arrives. The
crowd is assembled on the White House
lawn. The Marine Band begins to play. You
gaze into the crowd and notice that the distinguished-looking
guests (and the "Marine" musicians) have little pins on their lapels that read "MCA" for Medals Corporation of America. The ceremony is grand. The
crowd roars as your name is called and the
"president ... " shakes your hand and embraces you. You know for a fact that by
~very tangible measure-the physical quality of your medal, the warmth of the presenter, the duration and intensity of the
crowd's ovations, the sound of the music
and so forth-MCA
gave you a ceremon;
that was far superior to the one you would
have received had the government and its
officials presided; moreover, MCA spent
only one-third of what the government
would have spent. Satisfied? Bothered?
Why?
Other Conceptual Issues
Many parties ponder if the use of restraint, force and deadly force can be delegated to the private sector and who should
be liable for maltreatment or abuse of prisoners (Robbins, 1986; Sellers, 1993). Research yields that the government cannot
shed its legal liability for inmates by contracting with private companies' however
private facilities are less liable! for inmate~
than public ones (Correctional Services
Corporation,
Petitioner
v. John E.
Malesko, 2001; ... Or Perhaps, 1994; Sellers,
1993; Shichor, 1998).
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A Need for Prisoners
. The conflict between reducing the
pnson population and the financial incentive for corporations to increase it is a crucial concern (American, 2002; Developments, 2002; Dilulio, 1990; Robbins, 1986;
Sellers, 1993; Shichor, 1998). Opponents fear
th~t in their pursuit for profits, private firms
will seek ways to keep cells filled, prison
construction booming, and more offenders
under private supervision (DiIulio, 1990;
Sellers, 1993; Shichor, 1998). Shichor
(1998:91) explains that " ... opportunities
a~l~w private employees to playa quasi-judicial role, as in the case of disciplinary write~ps, which may affect the inmates' 'good
time' and their conditions of confinement..."
In the world of private prisons, the identities and preferences of prisoners are of no
interest-they
are simply profit centers for
corpo~ations (Garvey, 2002; Harding, 1997;
Schneider, 1999). For example, an increased
demand for cells in light of America's new
homeland security initiatives is of growing
co.ncern for private prison opponents.
Pnson corporations, however, have seen the
price oftheir stocks rise substantially (Global,2001).
Research has shown that the number of
incarcerated offenders has always risen to
fill available prison space (Robbins, 1986;
Sellers, 1993; White 2001). In fact states
with more private prison contracts i~ 1996
had higher rates of incarceration in 1997
than states with fewer contracts (Schneider,
1999). A spokesperson for the ACLU ar~ued that ideally" ... prisons should be trym~ to put themselves out of business by
domg everything in their power to reduce
the recidivism rate. But the very function of
a for-profit prison company is to keep people
locked up, as long as possible, because the
co.mpanies are paid a certain amount per
pnsoner, per day" (Van Natta, 1995:24). In
1997, The Corrections Corporation of American recognized that "the rate of construction o~ new facilities and the company's
potential for growth will depend on a number of factors, including crime rates and sentencing patterns in the United States'"
(Cheung, 2002).
Private Prisons and Political Influences
Penal policy is intimately related to the
prison population and consequently the

proliferation of private prison corporations'
(Bender, 2000; Schneider, 1999). Rhetoric of
harsh punishments for criminals is widely
uttered by politicians and supported by
voters; and, when strict sentencing policies
create overcrowded prisons, "privatization
gives policy makers the opportunity to gain
political capital through the appearance of
domg something about the failed criminal
justice system and simultaneously open up
market opportunities for private business"
pro~laims Schneider (1999:201). Howev~r,
the I~ony of the situation is that while priv~te mdustry ISsubject to government policies, policy is influenced by private indus~ry,and corporations are influenced by profItS(Cheung, 2002; Schneider, 1999; Sellers,
1993; Shichor 1998).
Government

Subsidies to Private Prisons

Early in America's history, prisons were
considered
an important
part of a
government's economic development program (Schneider, 1999). This ideology appears to hold true for today as well. Private
prisons are usually constructed in economically distressed areas-communities
that
are desperate for jobs and economic salvation. Moreover, because private prisons are
taxa~l~ and provide jobs to the citizenry,
subsidies (tax breaks, low-cost financing,
grants, etc.) have been offered by governments to influence prison-site location decisions (Mattera & Khan, 2001; ... Or Perhaps, 1994; Williams, 1997).
The extent of government subsidies: A
study. A study conducted by Good Jobs
First-a project of the Institute on Taxation
and Economic Policy--examined the extent
to which the private prison industry has
been the recipient of economic development
subsidies provided by local, state and federal governments. Data for 60 private prisons With a capacity of 500 or more beds that
",:ere constructed by private prison compaTIles was collected from several sources".
Information on subsidies was collected from
a combination of sources as well? (Mattera
& Khan, 2001).
The study found that "nearly three-quarters of the large [private] prisons in the
United States ... received at least one form
of economic
development
subsidy"
(Mattera & Khan, 2001 :v; Shichor 1998) and
a regression analysis showed that govern-
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ment subsidies affect the construction of
private prisons. It is also important to note
that not one official interviewed in this study
conducted a formal economic impact study
after a prison was completed. This "shows
that local officials have no comprehensive
information on whether the subsidies they
are providing to these companies are doing
any good for the local community," stated
Mattera and Khan (2001 :46).
Private Prison Companies
and Lobbyists
Policy makers are almost always under
the eye of the press, bureaucrats, clientele
groups, and agencies and these groups inherently influence policy makers and legislation. In fact, sometimes bureaucracy is as
involved as the lawmakers themselves. This
has been a major concern for those opposed
to private prisons (Bender, 2000; DiIulio,
1990; Mauer, 1999; Sellers, 1993).
Research shows that private prison companies and other stakeholders within the
"prison-industrial
complex" spend large
sums of money on lobbyists to push the
passage ofiegislation that will promote their
interests (Bender, 2000; Developments,
2002; Greene, 2000; Schlosser, 1998; Sellers,
1993; Shichor, 1998). These lobbyists promote longer sentences, stronger penalties,
stringent parole standards, an increased use
of custodial sentences, and habitual offender legislation-all
of which leads to a
larger prison population (Sellers, 1993;
Shichor, 1998).8
Private Prisons Companies and
Campaign Contributions
Research to date reveals that private
prison companies protect their "capital" by
nurturing relationships with lawmakers
through campaign contributions (Bender,
2000; Bender, 2002; Greene, 2000). The National Institute of Money in State Politics
recently attempted to gauge the influence
that private prison companies have over
state correctional policies and budgeting?
(Bender 2002). The Institute examined campaign contributions made during the 2000
election cycle in several southern U.S.
states. It included contributions made by
"lobbyists representing the private corrections companies as well as those from other
employees of the firms" (Bender 2002:3).
Data on lobbyists were collected from official state disclosure agencies and media

news sources. Data on corporate contributors were collected from the Securities and
Exchange Commission and business reference sources. Data used to analyze the extent of monetary contributions was compiled
from contribution and expenditure reports
that were filed with each state's disclosure
agency.
The Institute found that private prison
companies successfully blocked legislation
"that would have been harmful to their interests" (Bender, 2002:3 I) by strategically
timing their campaign contributions-ensuring that a large percentage of their money
went to winning candidates. Over $1.1 million was contributed by private prison companies to both Democrat and Republican
candidates-whichever
candidate had a
better chance of winning. The study also
found that in all the cases of pro-industry
measures passed after the 2000 elections
"lawmakers who could influence the outcome ofthe policy debate received campaign
contributions from the people who stood to
benefit from the decisions" (Bender, 2002:8).
For instance, prior to the 2000 election,
North Carolina posed limits on new private
prison construction, banned the importation
of out of state prisoners to private prisons,
and took over two existing CCA facilities.
However, following the 2000 election, lawmakers authorized the construction ofthree
new private prisons. Corporate supporters
of this proposal contributed over $226,000
to political candidates in the 2000 election.
Eighty percent of that money went to winning candidates (Bender, 2002:9-10).
Previous Limitations and Future
Research Suggestions
Limitations

of Previous Research

A majority of studies on private prisons
were conceptually
and philosophically
based. Empirical studies were the minority.
However, among the empirical studies, many
of them analyzed the comparative costs between public and private prisons, but few
studies statistically assessed the effects that
the private prison industry has on public
policy. Also, the limited number of empirical studies has several qualifications.
In the study conducted by Camp and
Gaes (2002) non-secure FBOP facilities were
excluded; likewise, the private sector was
favored in the study because they had fewer
maximum-security inmates. Furthermore,
they grouped private entities as a whole

while suggesting that, ideally, each prison
should be considered on its own merits
(Camp & Gaes, 2002). The study by Mattera
and Khan did not use a random sample of
pri vate prisons, nor was the sampling frame
of their study representative of the entire
population of private custodial facilities. In
other words, their conclusions are not generalizable to the entire private prison population (Mattera & Khan, 2001). Finally, the
types of prisoners housed in private prisons are usually different from those housed
in public ones. For example, private prisons
generally house lower-level security offenders compared to public prisons. This inevitably limits the validity of any study that
compares private and public facilities.
Future Research

Suggestions

Currently, private prisons are paid a manday charge. That is, they are paid a fee for
each day a prisoner is housed in their facility (Schlosser, 1998). Research has shown
that this leads private prison companies to
influence prison policy so as to increase the
number of prisoners housed in their facilities. Future studies should ask what the
effects would be if governments paid a flat
fee to house an unlimited number of prisoners over a specific period of time, or some
other type of prospective payment. Would
governments be inclined to incarcerate more
people to feel like they were "getting their
money's worth" (Austin & Coventry, 1999)?
While analyzing the linkage between
campaign contributions and subsequent
criminal justice legislation, Bender (2002)
found it difficult to quantify the role lobbyists played in policymaking. Since stakeholders within the private prison industry
spend large sums of money on lobbyists,
the extent of their impact is important. His
study also excluded campaign contributions
from companies that sub-contracted with
private prisons. Therefore, future research
should focus on these qualifications.
Correctional corporations strive to operate efficiently and profitably; yet, it is unclear whether the government spends tax
dollars efficiently by utilizing them. Eventually, the prisoners will be released and
society will have to deal with the long-term
consequences of short-term corporate decisions. Therefore, is private profitability in
the penal system antithetical to the needs
of society? Finally, assuming that some private prisons save taxpayers money in the
short-run, who is to guarantee that costs
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will not unduly increase later? What if a
private corrections monopoly arises? (Sellers, 1993). Furthermore, with the emergence
of transnational corrections companies, perhaps private prisons will send some of their
prisoners overseas where real estate and
labor costs are less? In the future, should
this be encouraged
as a solution
to
America's overcrowded prisons? (Harding,
1997). Future research should focus on
these concerns as well.
Recommendations and Conclusion
Recommendations
Scholarly and industry literature suggests that corporations benefit from every
cent saved in operational costs and are
highly sensitive to changes in penal legislation (Cornell Companies, 2000; Cornell
Companies, 2001; Cornell et al., 1998; Corrections Corporation, 1998; Corrections Corporation, 2002; Shichor, 1998; Whitaker
2002). To protect its profits, the prison industry has already infiltrated government
and university research, contributed substantial amounts of money to political campaigns, hiredlobbyists to push desired policies, and sacrificed staffing levels and security at correctional facilities (Adler et al.,
2001; Bender, 2000; Bender, 2002; Camp &
Gaes, 2002; Ellin, 2001; Mattera & Khan 2001 ;
Schneider, 1999; Sellers, 1993; Williams,
1997). Furthermore, opponents to private
prisons fear that when times are difficult
(small prison population), corporations may
initiate advertising campaigns that will increase society's fear of crime-resulting
in
stiffer sentences, less alternative sentencing and higher prison populations (Robbins,
1986; Sellers, 1993).
Six recommendations for policymakers
can be drawn from the current literaturefive short-term and one long-term. In the
short-term: (1) Contracts with private facilities should mandate minimum staffing levels and specify that private facilities will be
solely responsible for reimbursing government agencies for apprehending escapees
or controlling riots; (2) Contract performance
should be scrupulously monitored; (3) Private prison companies and their stakeholders should not be allowed to give campaign
contributions or hire lobbyists to promote
legislation that can affect criminal justice
policy or practice; (4) Private correctional
facilities should not be eligible for government subsidies; and (5) Private correctional
companies should have the same legal li-
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ability for the offenders under their care that
a public facility would have, and this should
be mandated by law. In the long-term, governments should lessen their dependence
on private prisons before they gain enough
political power and influence legislation in
ways that can, directly or indirectly, hinder
the government's ability to do so in the future.
Conclusion
Public prisons do not make profits from
incarceration but private companies do.
Since taxpayers' money is used to pay for
private prison space, then ultimately their
money is not only paying for punishment, it
is paying for corporate profits (Schneider,
1999). In October 2001, there were nearly
130,000 privately controlled prison beds
throughout 37 U.S. states. According to
the Good Jobs First study in 2001, eight
prison companies shared over $1.56 billion
in revenues (Mattera & Khan, 2001). Today, CCA is the largest private corrections
company. It owns 40 correctional, detention and juvenile facilities, and operates 61
facilities with a total capacity of60,000 beds
in 21 states and Washington, D.C. (Corrections, 2002). With so much at stake, it is not
surprising that stakeholders within the private prison industry are trying to influence
penal policy to protect their investments.
When government delegates the authority to deprive citizens of their liberty to private entities, it says a lot about how punishment should be perceived. At the start
of the modem private prison era, Robbins
(1986:30) warned that the rush to correct our
correction's problems " ... should not interfere with the caution that must accompany
a decision to delegate to private companies
one of government's most basic responsibilities--controlling the lives and living conditions of those whose freedom has been
taken in the name of the government and
the people." Policy choices other than incarceration to ease prison overcrowding
include: reducing the scope of custodial
sanctions, increasing the number of community-based programs, lessoning sentence
lengths, increasing early release programs,
or investing in crime prevention programs,
to name a few (Schneider, 1999). However,
if expanding prison space is used as a primary solution, then the current "prison-industrial complex" will grow indefinitely
(Schlosser, 1998). A thorough review of the
literature suggests that a deliberate and

thoughtful review of the complex issues surrounding private prisons is necessary before private facilities are hailed as a solution
to public prison overcrowding.
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Endnotes
I Original
citation from Jennifer L. Berk,
World Research Group, conference invitation
letter, December 1996.
2 Original source is the New York Times, February 11, 1985 at B6. Statement by Ted Nissen,
President of Behavior Systems Southwest.

J In Correctional Services Corporation, Petitioner v. John£. Malesko (2001), the Supreme
Court held that it would not recognize the right
of action for damages against private entities alleged to have violated a citizen's (inmate's) federal constitutional rights.
4 Original citation from Securities
and Exchange Commission, CCA 10-K, March 31,
1997.
5 The Federal Sentencing Reform Act of 1984
resulted in a rapid growth of the U.S. prison
population and much ofCCA's early profits.
6Data for the study was collected from the
Florida Police BenevolentAssociationiCommunications Workers of AmericalNational Coalition
of Public Safety Officers Prison Privatization
webpage, the Private Adult Correctional Facility Census, The Corrections Yearbook 2000: Private Correctional Facilities, websites of private
prison companies, the Securities and Exchange
Commission filings, Lexis-Nexis News Library,
and by telephone surveys to the companies
themselves.
7 Data on subsidies was collected from "the
press or other public-record materials contained
in the Lexis-Nexis database," Securities and Exchange Commission filings, an online index of
municipal bonds called Munistatments.com,
a
survey questionnaire for public officials who
"were involved in negotiating with prison companies," and from the public reference room of
the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board in
Alexandria, Virginia.
8 Since 1973 the American
Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) has drafted model legislation that advances conservative principleslike privatization (Bender 2000). ALEC has a
major impact on politics with nearly 40 percent
of its members being state legislators and generous contributions provided by corporations. In
fact, two ofthe largest private prison corporations, CCA and Wackenhut, are major contributors. Through their funding, private prison companies can directly influence sentencing legislation (Cheung 2002).
9 The National
Institute on Money in State
Politics conducted a similar study in 2000 that
produced comparable results. Bender, E. 2000,
July. "Private Prisons, Politics & Profits."
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University of Cincinnati
A dialogue concerning the nature of
teaching and research as well as "what does
it mean to be a good teacher" began with
Frank Cullen's response to an essay, "In the
Beginning Was the Student: Teaching
Peacemaking and Justice Issues" by myself
and John Whitehead (2002). Our paper explored the contrast between developing expertise and experienced learning. Feelings
and intuition, thinking and knowledge and
imagination and creativity were examined in
the context of bringing student and teacher
together in a common experience that would
encourage critical thinking, open-mindedness
and mutual respect. The discussion quickly
moved beyond the essay and evolved over
the course of several months into a lively
and extended discussion regarding the merits and limitations ofteaching and research.
Francis Cullen: My reactions are somewhat schizophrenic. The essay unmasks
how what we do mindlessly in the classroom proves alienating to everyone. The examples of scenarios show how taken-forgranted
views
of the world
are
deconstructed-punctured
so that deeper
and more complex realities are confronted.
It also forces one to think about what is
truly memorable regarding learning and being a student-about
how touching a
student's mind requires more than dispensing information.
There are two aspects of peacemaking
criminology that bother me somewhat, although it is a perspective toward which I
have much inclination.
First, the peacemaking approach can, to
some extent, become self-righteous. By this,
I mean that there seems to be an insufficient
appreciation that what is espoused may be
wrong in some cases or too inexact to "work"
in the world of criminal justice and corrections. The claim of being "virtuous" may
seem, in some instances, to be disingenuous-a strategy for gaining the upper hand
in arguments, including with students.
Second, peacemaking can, at times, appear hostile to research and science. I think
that is what is wrong with criminology, including the teaching of criminology. There
is not too much science, but too little science. I think that half of what we teach is
based on wishful thinking as opposed to,
say, 100 studies.

In the end, though, I think the essay
forces us all to confront whether what we
are doing in the classroom makes a damn bit
of difference or just increases the alienation
of our students. If I had to take a guess, I
think it is when professors-whatever
the
method used-are
able to speak the truth
that makes the difference. I believe students
have an underlying sense of whether their
teachers are truth seekers and genuine-or
just "going through the motions."
Michael Braswell: There often seems to
be a schizophrenic element in movements
of any kind, including peacemaking criminology, where the passion for a fresh approach may on, occasion, result in rhetoric
and writing that becomes too polemical and
self-important. As you know, peacemaking
as I see it is grounded in ancient wisdom
traditions and focuses on personal transformation as well as systemic changes.
Russell Crowe, by the way, won an Academy Award for portraying a schizophrenic
person in "A Beautiful Mind."
I do agree that the claim of virtue regarding the peacemaking
movement, while
tempting, is also evasive. At the risk of
sounding self-righteous, I would suggest
that it's much easier to debate the merits of
peacemaking over wine and cheese than to
actually serve in the soup line of a homeless shelter. However, what you really seem
to be concerned with is the problem of "ideology and ideologues" rather than peacemaking and related movements such as restorative justice. In the late sixties and seventies, your point could just as easily be
applied to the rehabilitation movement. And
since the movement appealed to both of us,
we weren't particularly concerned. I know
on more than one occasion, I claimed the
high ground of virtue when discussing rehabilitation as a preferred treatment philosophy over punitive and other status quo
models.
I wouldn't agree that peacemaking is
necessarily hostile to science. Is it possible
that science, or at least some social scientists, are hostile to peacemaking and other
nonconventional approaches which address
crime, suffering and a compassionate response to such issues? Are innovations
more likely to come from refinements ofthe

status quo or be inspired
by more
nonconventional
thinkers (e.g., Buddha,
Jesus and John Nash whose life "A Beautiful Mind" was based upon)? Could science
also be an ideology/religion? For example, I
find a current "in" phrase among some colleagues amusing when I hear them respond,
"What does the science say?" "The" science is important to be sure, but so is "the"
art and philosophy-form
as well as function.
"Wishful thinking" and a sense of philosophical wonder are also important, but they
are not enough. Science is important as a
means oftesting and holding wishful thinking accountable, "but" it is not enough.
Why 100 studies? What not 101 or 100 I ?
Does the number necessarily mean anything? Maybe only one study is of valuemaybe none. Wishful thinking is the beginning of the research question which in the
best sense sets good science in motion. As
I like to comment to my students, "It doesn't
matter how efficient your car is on gas if
you are headed in the opposite direction of
your desired destination."
I think we can get too scientifically
dazzled by the technology and quantitative
aspects of research. Perhaps it's not how
much research is published, but whether it
is being published because it is making a
genuine contribution to our body of know 1edge or is disingenuous because it is primarily being published for the purpose of gaining tenure and promotion. Of course, the
two goals are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
So I would agree that we have "too little
science rather than too much (good) science," but I would add that there is also the
issue that teaching and learning are both an
"art" and a "science." And wishful thinking, not as an ideology (true also for science), but more as philosophical wonder can
be a legitimate part of the process.
All teachers are different and have different strengths and weaknesses, but the
more important question is not whether they
are like you or me, but are they the most
informed, creative and stimulating teacher
they can be? Are their students as important as their research? Do they employ the
same critical thinking skills in addressing
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their "wishful thinking," whether conventional or nonconventional, that they expect
their students to engage in?
Your conclusion seems right on the mark:
"Do we speak the truth?"
Sometimes in our attempt to speak it, we
are required to move outside of our comfort
zones whatever they happen to be. Everything has an up and down side and we need
to try to be as clear and open as we can to
that point of balance. An important distinction is are we "true believers" simply defending this or that ideology or "believers
in the truth?" This question applies equally
to art and science, wishful thinking and research, liberal and conservative. The question becomes: How can we better transmit a
commitment to the truth to our students?
Fe: Ijust got through watching "A Beautiful Mind"-great story and film. Of course,
if John Nash had not published a great piece
of research and won the Nobel Prize, there
would be no movie!
I think that your skepticism about research is both correct and misplaced. It's
correct because it can take people away from
teaching and because much of it is wasted
activity if one sees it in the narrow sense
that no one reads it. But a few comments:
1. Most teaching is wasted, too, since
much of it is never remembered. There is at
least as much bad teaching as bad research.
2. Even unread publications are valuable if the authors learned from their work
and grew as scholars-and
as teachers.
3. One never knows which book or paper will be transformative--even for a small
number offolks.
4. Without research and writings, there
is no field-nothing
to read, no knowledge
to share.
On the broadest level, I think you are
correct. Without larger questions and the
right direction, science is empty ifnot dangerous. Science can bring the bomb and all
of us along with it to the edge of mass destruction. However, it cannot answer
whether or under what conditions such a
bomb should be constructed. Ethical questions ultimately make us human and are always the larger context in which knowledge
should matter.
Where I think we may differ is what
"knowledge" do we "trust?" I happen to
favor "science"-with
all its limitations. My
difficulty with "softer" ways of knowing is
that there are few rules (as in the "scientific
method") to decide what is true or not true
and whether something reduces or does not

reduce crime. I happen to believe that science helps us to more fundamentally understand what is accurate and correct. We
would predict that mean-spirited boot camps
would not work, and science shows us that
they do not.
The risk in abandoning science-data,
tests and such-is that claims about what
is virtuous and what makes effective crime
policy (as in increasing public safety) are
an ideological contest. What makes your or
my views more valid than, say, a politician's?
My answer is that science does.
Robert Merton once defined his lectures
as "oral publications." I agree. I think that
the line between teaching and research
should be fuzzier. The notion that they are
in competition is a bad thing. We should be
about producing and disseminating knowledge-whether
through our teaching, writing or service. I am against compartmentalizing ourselves-I'm
a teacher over here or
a researcher over there. Some of this may be
inevitable, of course, because the tasks have
their distinctive qualities. But by separating ourselves, we set up an unnecessarily
false dichotomy.
MB: Nice point on "A Beautiful Mind,"
but it's important to remember that before
John Nash published his ground-breaking
piece of research, the original theory he developed was considered nonconventional
and so much wishful thinking. He was criticized and his thinking made fun of. In fact,
his fellow students who were also quite brilliant took the safe way out and imitated their
faculty sponsors, preferring the road well
traveled rather than less traveled. Of course,
he persevered and we have the movie.
I would suggest there are four types of
teachers:
1. Teachers who do poorly in the classroom and don't do research. Such teachers
seem unmotivated and often appear incompetent (I don't see too many of this type.)
2. Uncommitted teachers who are competent researchers. These faculty members
could be much more effective in the classroom and their research generally isn't as
good as they think it is. For these persons
and Type I teachers, most students are considered an intrusion.
3. Good teachers who are well-read and
incorporate the latest thinking and research
but do not actually conduct formal research!
writing themselves. This seems to me to be
the most unrecognized and under-appreciated type of teacher. I know several faculty
who are amazing in the classroom, but tend

to be dismissed by less competent teachers
who conduct mediocre research.
4. Good, committed teachers who are
also engaged in meaningful research.
I would agree that bad is bad whether
one is addressing poor research or poor
teaching. The question becomes, how can
a "point of balance" be encouraged between
the two? How can the "art" and "science"
of teaching be equally valued?
Regarding the value of unread publications being useful ... "if authors learned
from their work and grew as scholars," ... I
would suggest that is a damn big "if." While
your observation might be true in some instances, in many other cases it would seem
to be more about repetition and imitation
than genuine growth. Of course, most publications are probably also unread, and there
are some examples of highly creative and
innovative papers that go unpublished and
unread which could still promote growth and
discovery for the author and his or her colleagues. Still, in the majority of cases ...
It is true, as you comment, that one
doesn't know which book or paper will be
transformative. The same holds true for other
areas as well-for example, treatment programs. One never knows for certain in a correctional context which treatment programs
will be trans formative-even
for a small
number of offenders.
I would not completely agree with your
fourth point. There are other important traditions that do not necessarily include research and writing. For example, the "oral
tradition" is an essential element of family
as well as discipline histories. Anecdotal
commentary is also very important. And I
know that such can also be considered a
kind of research and certainly qualifies as
"writing." I noticed you stated, ... "Without research and writings .... " Are writings
which don't fall within the traditional research parameters really respected? I don't
think so, but they should be. Geis's (2002)
essay on research in a recent issue of The
Criminologist suggests that Freud and
Marx were nonconventional,
not even
trained for the discipline in which they
wrote, yet made noteworthy contributions
to our body of knowledge.
We both trust knowledge, but you may
feel there is only one kind or at least one
type which takes priority-head
or thinking knowledge.
I would suggest there is head and heart
knowledge. Neither works as well independently as they do together. So what seems
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to be called for is a kind of synthesis of the
two types-the
rational and the intuitive,
thinking and feeling. For example, I need to
inform students of the latest empirical research and thinking on a subject, but I have
to also do it in a way that translates it into
their experience-where
they are at in their
lives. That takes more effort than simply
elaborating on the latest research or one's
professional "war stories." This is also true
regarding a teacher's preferred ideology,
whether it be peacemaking, restorative justice, or rehabilitation. Every ideology, model,
theory, belief . . . everything-has
an up
and down side (i.e., limitations). So while
we may think our models and beliefs have
many more advantages than other competing points of view, we are still bound in our
search for the truth to point out their disadvantages and weaknesses.
Softer, more philosophic and introspective ways of knowing also have rules which
include questioning and struggling with
revelations; what one might call a kind of
skepticism. Heart and head knowledge always require that we be skeptics of a sort.
True believers, whether in religion, science,
philosophy, politics or athletics, are what I
could consider to be cynics. Rational thinking supposes that knowledge gained from
understanding that isn't rational to be irrational. That is an incomplete assumption.
Knowledge may also be gained from nonrational experiences and non-conventional
thinking. A philosopher once wrote that all
original thought starts in the minds of
"crazies and mystics." That assertion could
certainly be supported with such historical
figures as Jesus and Buddha as well as John
Nash.
I agree that science is on our side, but it
can also be on the side of the bad guys.
Often, it is years later that what was considered to be good science turns out, in fact, to
be bad science. Research often proves common sense (e.g., boot camps are ineffective)
to be true. But quantitative research was
also used by Nazis to prove the inferiority
of Jews and the adaptive potential of gypsy
children to the Third Reich (the researcher
received her Ph.D. and most of the surviving children received the gas chamber). The
newly minted Dissertation was accepted by
highly educated true believers as being good
research and good science. As you indicated earlier, the moral issue always raises
its ugly head where science is concerned.
The one who believes in the truth should
be open to rational and nonrational ways of
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knowing. In a basic sense, everything about
human experience is empirical and evolutionary. From native medicines in the Amazonjungles to Hiroshima, there is a deeper
more fundamental experiential empiricism at
work if the seeker has the eyes and heart to
see.
I like Merton's ideal oflectures as "oral
publications." I would prefer "oral publications/discussions."
Students want discussion as well as dissertation. They want to
be a part of the process at some level of
their being and that is the only way they
will take the knowledge being imparted as
their own.
I also agree that the lines between teaching and research should be fuzzier. For that
to happen, we will need a more dynamic,
inclusive definition of good teaching and
research-what
a meaningful balance looks
like.
Why the competition between teaching
and research? Perhaps we hold the economic perspective as the highest priority;
economic theology (the world's largest
church), career (the largest income), academic (most publications), and athletics
(most victories). The message is that one
can never have enough, that "more is
more," when in truth, "less is often more."
Research wins the competition because it is
easier to count and is more logical/rational.
Teaching is more difficult to measure and
includes subtle, more nonconventional and
nonrational distinctions. I would certainly
agree that the separation between the two
is an unnecessary and false dichotomy.
FC: I am sitting in the pine trees of Sun
River, Oregon, and thinking about your last
response.
My only problem with knowing through
the "heart" is that the "heart" of many
people leads them to positions that we would
find abhorrent. Yes, science legitimated the
Nazis, but it was the heart of the Germans,
not their science, that led them to embrace
Hitler.
What happens when two views-based
on one's heart or on "common sense"-conflict? How does one settle which contention is correct? Science, for all its weaknesses, has rules for determining truth from
nontruth. I think we ignore this at great risk.
MB: Good comments on the "heart and
science." Yes, the heart of many Germans
led them to embrace Hitler. But I would suggest that the heart always comes first. Science seems more inclined to legitimize or
validate the policies ofa given leader, gov-

ernment, or the status quo in general (e.g.,
the "war on drugs").
Without a moral and compassionate
heart, personally and collectively, the "rules"
of science can become very elastic and relative in terms of outcomes and conclusions
and serve whatever purpose is politically
correct with little or no regard for what is
true. Such rules can easily change to support racial inferiority, cruel correctional policies, and morally reprehensible economic
policies (e.g., Enron).
Both the heart and the head can embody
good "common sense" or passionate/dispassionate violence and destructiveness.
For example, Hitler was essentially a nobody
before his rise to power, but the first commandant of one of the concentration camps
was a psychiatrist, and one of the first commanders of the killing squads in Eastern
Europe had two academic doctorates and
was referred to by the men in his charge as
"Dr., Dr."
I agree we are at great risk to ignore the
best of what science can offer us, but we
also risk great peril if we ignore our personal
and collective heart.
Some questions to ponder in the pines:
1. Do (and should) we focus more on
the "philosophy" of science or the "technology" of science?
I believe we have neglected the philosophy of science, and to some extent, have
been dazzled and seduced by scientific technology and technology in general. The philosophy of science includes the heart and
focuses on research methodology (i.e., asking the right questions, ethics, etc.jwhile
technology seems to be more value neutral.
For example, nuclear power can warm people
on a winter's day or vaporize them.
2. What do you think is a proper or reasonable "point of balance" between teaching and research, the heart and the headboth of which can be involved in either activity?
3. What should we expect of faculty
given the need for such balance?
4. How do we respond to teachers who
are outstanding in the classroom but conduct no formal research themselves?
FC: I am getting closer to home, writing now from Colorado Springs.
I agree that we should teach more about
the philosophy of science-both
sides:
those who critique positivism and those
who defend it. I read a fair amount of this in
graduate school, in courses with Robert
Merton and Peter Blau. The more informed
continued
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students are about the underpinnings of
science and theorizing, the more they can
understand the limits and power of science.
As for teaching and research, that's a
more difficult question. I would give these
responses:
1. Different universities have different
missions. Thus, the balance is different in
different places. My only objection is that if
someone is at a research university, the person in question should not be surprised
when tenure is based substantially on research (and vice versa at a teaching-oriented
university).
2. I would give great value to someone
who was a truly outstanding teacher. I think
such folks are rare (those with good student evaluations are more frequent). To me,
a great teacher is someone who truly moves
students to think differently. They are also
"scholarly." By this, I mean the person reads
widely and thinks in a special way.
3. What do I think that the typical professor should publish. Well, again, in some
universities (where the teaching load is
heavy), I might say that the exceptions
should be nonexistent. But for folks at the
typical university, I think that it is fair to
expect that they try to write one piece a year;
or, phrased differently to always be working on some idea.
4. Remember, in all universities those
who prefer to do research are not excused
from teaching.
5. I think that the best professors are
those who value doing scholarship and
teaching. I can separate the two functions,
but I believe that my research enlivens my
teaching. In some cases, it makes it special
because the knowledge I share, I helped create.
6. I think that all of us-even if we do
not publish in journals-should
always remain scholars, seeking to expand our intellectual horizons. Often, those who teach
become stagnant, teaching from textbooks
and refraining from readingjournals, books
and works outside the discipline. So long
as folks remain intellectually active, I have
much respect for them.
MB: I agree with all the points you made
although I might revise one point a bit; the
one where you indicate that at even research
institutions, faculty aren't excused from
teaching.
I might add that they may, in fact, be excused from "good" teaching. And I'm not
so sure I wouldn't excuse them from teaching altogether with the possible exception
of working with a small group of advanced

graduate students who are interested in their
research. If 75-80 percent of one's time is
spent doing research, I can see where teaching traditional courses might be perceived
as an intrusion. Of course, mediocre researchers tend to make mediocre teachers
and vice verse-although
there are exceptions.
Perhaps the question becomes one of
how to encourage faculty to be all that they
can be by giving equitable and proper respect to both teaching and research. One
way might be to promote more teaching/
commentary/philosophical publications and
discouraging elitism, whatever form it might
take.
What then, are the essential qualities of
a good teacher? How does one define a
"quality" faculty member?
FC: How does one define a "quality" faculty member? That's a tough one. On a broad
level, I think that it depends on your institution. For example, it is difficult to train doctoral students how to do research when faculty do not excel in this area.
That aside, I would immediately reject
the elitism that faculty quality is reducible
to publishing in Criminology, Justice Quarterly, or one or two other top journals. Instead, I would define a quality faculty member as having a combination of these qualities:
1. They are fundamentally a decent human being.
I would have broad parameters in defining "decent human being," but it would at
least involve that they care about others in
the world and not just be ego-involved.
2. They are scholarly.
This might involve substantial publishing, but it also might involve reading widely
and thinking seriously about issues relevant
to the field. Those who never "connect"
with the discipline or who get alienated tend
to treat criminological (and related) knowledge as being of little use in the real world.
This anti-intellectualism is dangerous. On
the other hand, persons who read and think
have the basis for delivering a special message in their research, teaching and/or service. You and I read different things, but in
our own ways we try to bring something
special to our students and to those who
read our writings.
3. They have a positive impact on the
people around them.
I think that "high quality" faculty do not
leave those around them untouched. Again,
how they impact folks might differ.

I do not see these three qualities as distinct elements as much as I see them holistically. People who care about others (are
decent) and who care about scholarship
(ideas, knowledge, research) also are people
who tend to influence others.
I do think it is okay, again, for a department to carve out their unique mission and
recruit faculty who are consistent with that
mission. As a doctoral-granting department
committed to research, it is appropriate for
us to recruit faculty members who publish
in journals (or other places), get grants, and
so on. But what makes our department rather
special is not just that people are "good
scholars"; rather it is that, for the most part,
they are decent people who care about others.
If, in an academic department, there is a
culture of caring or concern among faculty
about what they do-and this includes students, it is manifested in different ways by
different faculty-but
it is present. It flows
from the top, and faculty will be recruited
who are likely to embrace such a culture.
MB: In reflecting on what we have discussed over the last eight weeks, it seems
we both agree that too much teaching and
research is wasted. Several points of consensus have emerged that could be viewed
as recommendations:
1. Our discipline, in specific, and higher
education, in general, needs to encourage a
more meaningful balance between teaching
and research as well as a more dynamic definition regarding what constitutes good
teaching and scholarship.
2. The mission ofthe university or academic program should be considered in defining good teaching and scholarship.
3. There needs to be a greater emphasis on the philosophy of science.
4. Quality faculty members (a) demonstrate personal integrity, human decency
and care concerning their students and colleagues; (b) actively engage in scholarly
activities; and (c) have a positive impact on
the people around them.
*Thanks to Wayne Gillespie and John
Whitehead for reviewing this essay.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

The ACJS Nomination and Elections Committee is soliciting nominations for the following Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences offices: Second Vice-President, Secretary, Trustee-at-Large, and Regions One and Five Trustees. All candidates for
office must be regular ACJS members in good standing. Forms for nomination and petition are also available on the ACJS
website (www.acjs.org) and must be completed to be valid.
The person elected to the office of Second Vice-President will have a four-year term of office on the ACJS Executive Board and
will hold the offices of Second Vice-President, Vice President and President-Elect, President, and Immediate Past President
in turn. The person elected to the office of Secretary will have a two-year term. The person elected to the office of Trustee-atLarge will have a three-year term. The persons elected to the Regional Trustee positions will have three-year terms. Only
current ACJS members from the respective regions may run for the trustee position for their region and candidates must be
current members of their regional association for at least one full year.
Region One includes Connecticut, Delaware, DC, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Hampshire, New
York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont. Region Five includes Alaska, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Washington, Wyoming and Utah.
Those nominating individuals for ACJS office are expected to contact the nominee to ensure that the nominee is willing to run
for the office in question.
As per ACJS policy (# 303.02), members may also use the petition process to gain a position on the ballot. An ACJS member
seeking an office this way must obtain fifty (50) signatures of regular ACJS members in good standing. To be valid, the petition
must state the name and complete address of the candidate, his/her e-mail address, home and office phone numbers, and the
office he/she is seeking. In addition, the petition must include the printed name, dated signature, and institutional affiliation or
address of each ACJS member signing the petition. More than one petition form may be submitted on behalf of a specific
candidate.
THE DEADLINE DATE FOR NOMINATIONS AND PETITIONS IS JUNE 1,2003.
All nominations and petitions should be sent to Richard R. Bennett, Chairperson, ACJS Nomination and Elections Committee,
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, 7319 Hanover Parkway, Suite C, Greenbelt, Maryland, 20770.
As per ACJS policy (#303.01), the following rank-ordered criteria will be used by the Nomination and Elections Committee in
making recommendations to the ACJS Executive Board regarding the final slate of candidates.
1.

Dependability, demonstrated experience, record of accomplishments

2.

Demonstrable service to the Academy

3.

Demonstrable record of scholarship or contributions to the field of criminal justice

ACJS policy (#104.01) states the goal of inclusiveness.
in the business of the Academy.

ACJS seeks to provide opportunities for all its members to participate

NOTE: The final slate of candidates approved by the Executive Board will be asked to complete a Candidate's Information
Form. This document will include length of ACJS membership; previous service for ACJS; previous service to other criminal
justice organizations; major publications; and a candidate's statement.
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•
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NOTE: Authors acknowledge that papers presented at the annual meetings of the Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences are original and have never before been published, printed, or accepted for publication elsewhere.
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Submit your proposal to ONLY ONE topic area committee member. If you do not see an appropriate
topic area for your submission, please send the information to the Program Chair, Lawrence Travis III.
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Juvenile Corrections
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(301) 270-5944
miacjs@earthlink.net

Sponsored Research and Support Issues
Robert Langworthy
Justice Center
University of Alaska Anchorage
3211 Providence Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508-0389
(907) 786-1810· (907) 786-7777 FAX
afrhl@uaa.alaska.edu

Emerging Research Techniques

Organized Crime

Deanna Wilkinson
Department of Criminal Justice
Temple University
1115 West Berks Street - Room 520
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 204-2211· (215) 204-3872 FAX
deannaw68@aoLcom

Jay Albanese
International Center
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Legal and Ethical Issues
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Criminal Justice Center
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(936) 294-1643 • (936) 294-4296 FAX
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Kip Schlegel
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Bill Wakefield
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Barbara Owen
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Brent Smith
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University of Alabama at Birmingham
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Richard Zevitz
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Marquette University
Lalumiere Hall, Room 414, PO Box 1881
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Hate Crimes
Brian Byers
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Ball State University
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George Rengert
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Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
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Virginia Commonwealth University
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Local Arrangements
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Department of Criminal Justice
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43-08 1621ld Street
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800-647-5547
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P.O. Box 650042
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365-0042
FAX: 718-539-0941
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Thanks! It Was Great Seeing You in Boston!
On behalf of the entire Looseleaf Law Publications team, I want to congratulate the ACJS staff on yet another
successful annual conference! Thank you for all of your hard work and continued commitment to informing,
supporting and enhancing the Criminal Justice community.
For more than 35 years, Looseleaf Law has been indescribably proud to be of service to the scores of CJ educators
and practitioners we have met and continue to do business with. It was great to see many of you in Boston. Your
dedication to keeping safe this country and those who have sworn to protect it continues to be inspiring.
One of the founding principles of Looseleaf Law is to supply what you tell us you need to teach and apply. The
message that came across loud and clear at this year's ACJS conference is your urgent need for solid counterterrorism training materials. With that, we offer below our most recent contribution.
With thanks and best wishes,

4A1~~
Michael LoUghrey~

Finally.
The Type of Counter-terrorism You and Your Students Need:

Detailed. Practical. Understandable. Affordable.
256 pages of the essential information needed to:

• Spot terrorist indicators • Avoid overlooking "Tools of a Terrorist"
• Plan for mass evacs • Safely respond to chemlbio attacks
• Think like a terrorist to enhance prevention skills
• Ensure effective inner/intra-departmental communications
• and much more!
ISBN: 1-889031-62-3

- $14.95 - Bookstore and Bulk Discounts

> Plus, Now

- Free Pocket Reference Included

You Can Complete Your Study Program With the New:

TERRORISM

PREVENTION

AND

RESPONSE

Retention & Comprehension Testing Kit
Loaded with 30+ pages of nearly 500 detailed TruelFalse, Fill-In, Essay and Subjective questions to
guarantee understanding. Master copies available on CD-ROM or PC Disk for one-time use ($9.95) or
unlimited use ($19.95). Full instructors' answer sheet and CERTIFICATESOFCOMPLETIONincluded.

For review copies of Terrorism Prevention and Response and/or the
accompanying testing kit, please call toll-free: (800) 647-5547
or use any of the additional means listed above.

TAKE A LOOK!

By Professionals

By Kimberly Clark

• For Professionals

By John Michael Callahan, Jr.,
Chief Division Counsel, FBI,
Boston Division (Ret.)

Certified Instructor
Tampa PD, Florida

Easy-to-read

format!

A combination of the most
basic report writing
knowledge with advanced
techniques.

Protect yourself....

Presented in a light-hearted,
yet practical manner.

- from civil liability
- from criminal prosecution
- from physical harm!

\-88903\-4\-0

(PIH $3.00)

$12.95

By Michael T. Rayburn
Training Coordinator,
Saratoga Springs PD
Certified NY State Police
and Firearms Instructor
with 23 years experience
Learn:
• Safest way to position vehicle
• Recognize dangerous movements
• COMMAND PRESENCE
• Proper voice commands
and more ...
\-88903\-45-3

(PiH $3.00)

SI2.95

\-88903\-49-6

(PIH $3.00)

Also By Michael T. Rayburn,

Learn:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instinctive shooting tactics
Pursuit tactics
What is cover and concealment
Building clearing and searching
tactics
Handling domestic disputes
Conducting proper searches
To prepare for a confrontation
Off duty survival

Street Proven Tactics That
Will Save Your Life!
\-88903\-54-2

(PiH $3.00)

$14.95

By Thomas

Foreword by
William J. Bratton

Former NYPD Police
Commissioner

Former NYPD Police
Commissioner
• Achieve crime reductions!
• Improve quality of life!
• Gam results!

$8.95

J. Ward
Foreword by
Bernard Kerik

By Vmcent E. Henry, CPP, Ph.D.

Perfect for Police
Administration Classes
Statistically Proven to
Drastically Reduce Crime!
\-88903\-\5-\

(PIH $5.00)

$39.95

Ward offers readers his own
thrilling "war stories"-- from
tense riot duty to infamous
shootings -- but also a rare
inside look at the many
aspects of New York's
criminal justice system.
\-88903\-58-5

Chief Michael A. Petrillo, Ret.
&
Capt. Dan R. DeIBagno Ret.
of Princeton Educational
Research Institute, NJ

RISE THROUGH
THE RANKS!
• Powerful & Practical Guidance!
• Simply Worded!
An essential resource and training tool
for the Law Enforcement Officer
\-88903\-48-8

(PIH $5.00)

$39.95

(PIH $5.00)

$21.95

By Dave Spaulding
There's more to surviving
violent encounters than owning a
gun, or even being a good shot.
This book covers all of the
aspects of the discipline known
as "combatives," and integrates
them into a seamless approach to
staying alive. If you did nothing
more than what Spaulding's
book suggests, you'd be way
ahead of virtually all the
"experts" out there.
\-88903\-55-0

(PiH $5.00)

$19.95

Call for our complete catalog!
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43-08 l62nd Street
Flushing, NY 11358

Order Now Toll-Free, 9 am-5 pm EST, M-F, 800-647-5547 or online

LooseleafLaw.com
also 24-Hour Fax: 718-539-0941

QUALITY books,
FAIR prices,
packed with VALUEI
Visit our online catalog to view
our complete list of titles in areas
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Criminal Justice
Corrections
Criminology
Criminal Evidence
Juvenile Justice
Police Ethics
Community Relations
Policing
Criminal Law & Procedure
Research Methods
Criminal Investigation
And More!

Police

ET~IC~

Atomic Dog Publishing

delivers outstanding

the finest authors as well as industry-leading
for less than competing

In addition
developing

to paperback
interactive

content

texts!

texts, we also specialize in
online editions for many of our

titles. They contain features such as clickable glossary
terms, a context-specific

search capability, and the ability

to insert personal notes and highlights.
content

Want to add

to enhance your class' texts? Our online editions

allow you to publish notes, quizzes, web exercises, case
studies, current events, and more for your students.

New!

New!

Police Ethics: A Matter of Character

Community Relations Concepts, 4e

Douglas W.Perez, Ph.D.
J. Alan Moore, Ph.D.
Online: $ 72.95
Paperback + Online: $24.95

Denny F.Pace, Ed. D.
Online: $ 79.95
Paperback + Online: $44.95

Discusses various schools
of ethical thought in a way that
works from the ground up, moving from a
general understanding toward practical applications. Readers
will gain a workable understanding of ethics that can be
applied to the entire gamut of situations they encounter on
the street every day.

New!

Centers on the working
practicalities of various
effective community, ethnic group,
and human and race relation programs.
Includes numerous tables, charts, graphs, and illustration to
add interest and aid comprehension. Supplements include an
Instructor's Manual and a Test Bank.

New!

California Criminal Codes, 3e

Criminal Procedure, 3e

Cliff Roberson, LL.M., Ph.D.
Online: $ 79.95 - Paperback + Online:
$44.95

Judy Hails, J.D., LL.M.
Online: $79.95 - Paperback + Online:
$44.95

Introduces students to the concepts
of modern criminal law as well as
substantive law. Supplements
include an Instructor's Manual, PowerPoint
Slides, and a Test Bank.

from

technology

Thoroughly covers the roles of the
police, court, and corrections. Special
issues such as civil suits, Children
Protective Services, and forfeiture
proceedings are introduced due to their increasing impact on
law enforcement. Supplements include an Instructor's Manual,
PowerPoint Slides, and a Test Bank.

www.ccthomas.com
• Coleman,John L.--OPERATIONAL
~~MANAGEMENTFOR
POLICE. (3rd Ed.) '02,414 pp. (7 x 10),
34 iI., $83.95, hard, $58.95, paper.

• Nicholson, William C.-EMERGENCY
RESPONSE
AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT LAW: Cases
and Materials. '03, 310 pp. (7 x 10), 21 il.
• O'Hara, Charles E.
FUNDAMENTALS
INVESTIGATION.
x 9), 76 iI., $59.95,

& Gregory L. O'HaraOF CRIMINAL
(7th Ed.) '03, 928 pp. (6
cloth.

• Flowers, R. Barri-MALE
CRIME AND DEVIANCE: Exploring Its Causes, Dynamics, and
Nature. '03, 322 pp. (7 x 10), 33 iI., 41 tables.
• Mendell, Ronald L- THE QUIET THREAT:
Fighting Industrial Espionage in America. '03, 196
pp. (7 x 10),4 iI., 6 tables.
• Smith, Jim-A LAW ENFORCEMENT
AND SECURITY OFFICERS' GUIDE TO
RE-SPONDING TO BOMB THREATS:
Providing a Working Knowledge of Bombs,
Preparing for Such Incidents, and
Performing Basic Analysis of Potential
Threats. '03,172 pp. (7 x 10),11 iI., $4l.95, hard,
$25.95, paper.
• Rivers, R.W-TRAFFIC
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATORS' AND RECONSTRUCTIONISTS',
FIELD
MEASUREMENTS
AND SCALE DIAGRAMS
MANUAL. (2nd Ed.) '03, 160 pp. (8 1/2 x 11),95 iI.,
16 tables, $33.95 spiral (paper).
• Hackett, Dell P. & John M. ViolantiPOLICE SUICIDE: Tactics for Prevention.
'03, 158 pp. (7 x 10), 4 iI., $36.95, hard,
$22.95, paper.
• Hibbard, Whitney S., Raymond W Worring & Richard
S. Brennan-PSYCHIC
CRIMINOLOGY:
A Guide
For Using Psychics In Investigations. (2nd Ed.) '02,
164 pp. (7 x 10), $36.95, hard, $23.95, paper.

• O'Reilly, James T.-POLICE
TRAFFIC STOPS AND RACIAL PROFILING:
Resolving Management, Labor and Civil Rights
Conflicts. '02, 304 pp. (7 x 10), $59.95, hard,
$4l.95, paper .
• Fredrickson, Darin D. & Raymond P.
Siljander-RACIAL
PROFILING:
Eliminating the Confusion Between
Racial and Criminal Profiling and
Clarifying What Constitutes Unfair
Discrimination and Persecution. '02,
170 pp. (7 x 10), $39.95, hard, $24.95, paper.

M':;~':

• Campbell Andrea and Ralph C. OhmLEGAL EASE: A Guide to Criminal
Law, Evidence, and Procedure. '02, 316
pp. (7 x 10),31 u., $61.95, hard, $42.95,
paper

• More Harry W-PATROL
FIELD PROBLEMS
AND SOLUTIONS: 847 Field Situations. (2nd
Ed.) '01, 252 pp. (7 x 10), $59.95, cloth, $39.95,
paper.
• Lewis, Don-THE
POLICE OFFICER IN THE
COURTROOM:
How to Avoid the Pitfalls of
Cross-Examination
Through the Proper
Preparation and Presentation of Investigative
Reports, In-Court Testimony, and Evidence. '01,
238 pp. (7 x 10), $53.95, hard, $35.95, paper.
• Kushner, Harvey W-TERRORISM
IN AMERICA: A Structured
Approach to Understanding
the
Terrorist Threat. '98, 232 pp. (7 x 10),

I!;~~"'"

$5l.95, hard, $37.95, paper.

Contact us to order books or a free catalog with over 723 titles
Call 1-800-258-8980 or 1-217-789-8980 or Fax 1-217-789-9130
Complete catalog available at www.ccthomas.com·books@ccthomas.com
Books sent on approval· Shipping charges: $6.95 U.S. / Outside U.S., actual shipping fees will be charged
Prices subject to change without notice

.Juvenile
.Julltice
An Introduction
Fourth Edition
John T. Whitehead
Steven P. Lab

1 The Definition and Extent of Delinquency
2 The History of Juvenile Justice
3 Explaining Delinquency: Biological
and Psychological Approaches
4 Sociological Explanations for Delinquency
5 Gang Delinquency
6 Drugs and Delinquency
7 Policing and Juveniles
8 The Juvenile Court Process
9 Due Process and Juveniles
10
11
12

Institutional/Residential
Interventions
Juvenile Probation/Community Corrections
The Victimization of Juveniles

13

Future Directions in the Juvenile Justice System

•

Glossary

Juvenile Justice: An Introduction provides a fresh and comprehensive analysis of all
aspects of the juvenile justice system, including history, movements toward
diversion and deinstitutionalization, police interaction, court process, due process
and community intervention. It also explores the theoretical rationales for the
various interventions in order to make a complete evaluation of each effort.
This book also examines subthemes of juvenile justice, such as female delinquency, gang delinquency, the use of the death penalty on youths and finding the
correct philosophical approach to juvenile justice. It concludes with a look to the
future of the juvenile court, including the real possibility of abolition.

ISBN: 1-58360-541-X • 2003 • 480 pages • $54.95

anderson publishing co.
More than 30 Years of Quality Criminal Justice Textbooks

581-719'

(ext. 5Jl'IJ

The Journal of Ethnicity in Criminal Justice: Special Edition, "Hispanics and the
U.S. Criminal Justice System". The Journal of Ethnicity in Criminal Justice invites
scholars to submit manuscripts for a special edition of its journal on "Hispanics and the
U.S. Criminal Justice System." Four copies of the manuscript should be submitted. The
manuscript should be approximately 15-20 pages double-spaced with a one-inch
margin on all four- sides and should include an abstract of 100 words, a title page, and
a brief biographical sketch of author(s).

References, citations, and general style of

manuscripts for this Journal should follow the APA style (as outlined in the latest edition
of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association.) References
should be double-spaced and placed in alphabetical order. The use of footnotes within
the text is discouraged. Words should be underlined only when it is intended that they
be typeset in italics. Manuscripts should be addressed to either of the co-editors listed.
The deadline for submissions is June 15, 2003. All manuscripts submitted for
publication to Journal of Ethnicity in Criminal Justice are peer-reviewed.

Please send

manuscripts to: Dr. Wilson R. Palacios. University of South Florida, Department of
Criminology/SOC327,

4202 East Fowler Avenue, Tampa, FL 33620; (813) 974-7290;

The Journal of Ethnicity in Criminal Justice is indexed in Criminal Justice Abstracts,
Social Services Abstracts; Sociological Abstracts, and other major abstracting and
indexing services.

INDIVIDUALIZED

INTERVENTION

WITH YOUNG MULTIPLE

OFFENDERS

Ted Palmer
Foreword

by Francis T. Cullen and Patricia

Volume 1

California's

Community

Treatment

Part I

An Experiment

Part II

Program

Part III

Review, Phase 3, Implications,

Part IV

The Feasibility

Volume 2

Van Voorhis
Project

in Individualized

Effectiveness

Intervention

and Matching
and Key Factors

of Community-based,

Individualized

Intervention

Issues, Theory, and Perspectives

Part I

Issues and Developments

Part II

Rationales,

Part III

Perspectives

Theory,

Ethics, and Trends

on Community-based,

Individualized

Intervention

Volume 1 of this 1,173 page book details all aspects of the intensive, low caseload, multimodal, in-lieu-of-institutionalization
Community Treatment Program
that operated in three urban settings, including San Francisco, collectively for
twenty-five years.
Compared to randomly assigned controls, CTP reduced arrests
and convictions, including those for violent offenses, by 35%-to-50% for males,
on several years of followup within those settings; it also markedly reduced
costs to society.
Based on thousands of observations by on-site researchers
over twelve years, key factors contributing to CTP's success are identified, as
are the program's core operations, essential requirements, and main supporting
conditions.
The feasibility of CTP and of modifications thereof is examined at
length, as are these programs' applicability to a range of conditions and correctional contexts, such as specialized individual caseloads within probation.
Volume 2 provides sets of concepts for (1) understanding serious young offenders
as human beings--particularly
their interests and lliotivations, their social/
developmental needs as adolescents, and their related practical challenges, interpersonal issues, and ambivalence--and
for (2) understanding why these youths do
or do not respond positively to given approaches, to specified types of staff
(parole agents), and to particular attitudes as well as relationships.
It also
examines the ethics of, and presents a social-protection rationale for, needsand-growth-centered
(NGC) intervention.
Further, it describes several individualized, non-California based programs that long-operated within the USA and Canada.
In the final analysis, the book shows how and why intervention must be based on
careful and updated diagnosis (not mainly on risk-assessments,
checklists, and/
or broad classifications), be quickly responsive to crisis and change, be flexible,
and be focused as well as carefully coordinated, if it is to achieve considerable
long-term, internally sustained, behavioral change and related social adjustment
with multiply problemed offenders.
The bearing of community-based, individualized
NGC intervention on today's restorative justice approaches becomes evident, as do
the critical differences between such intervention and the latter.
Hardcover.
30 chapters.
2002. ISBN 0-8153-2122-8.
Routledge (Taylor & Francis
Publishing Group), New York & London.
Phone Customer Service:
800-634-7064 in
USA; 877-226-2237 in Canada.
Inquire about examination copy for academics.
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